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ABSTRACT
Protein molecules are being widely used as pharmaceuticals for treating diseases
ranging from diabetes and haemophilia to various types of cancers due to their great
potency and specificity. However, these macromolecules are intrinsically unstable in
aqueous solutions, due to the existence of various physical and chemical degradation
pathways. Degraded protein molecules have much reduced biological functions, and may
also have adverse effects such as immunogenicity or pharmacokinetic issues. Thus,
understanding the underlying mechanisms of these degradation pathways is essential for
rationally devising better ways to stabilize protein pharmaceuticals and extends their
applicability. In this thesis, two important types of chemical degradation pathways, the
oxidation of methionine residues and the hydrolysis of peptide bonds in monoclonal
antibody molecules, are investigated from a mechanistic point of view.
In the first half of the thesis, oxidation 'of methionine residues in a model protein
G-CSF (Granulocyte-Colony Stimulating Factor) was studied to address the issue of how
protein structure affects its reactivity. Comparative oxidation studies were performed
where the kinetics of oxidation of methionine residues by hydrogen peroxide (H20 2) in
G-CSF and corresponding chemically synthesized peptides thereof were measured at
different temperatures. To assess structural effects, equilibrium denaturation experiments
also were conducted on G-CSF to obtain the free energy of unfolding as a function of
temperature. A comparison of the relative rates of oxidation of methionine residues in
short peptides with those of corresponding methionine residues in rhG-CSF yields an
understanding of how protein tertiary structure affects oxidation reactions. For the
temperature range studied, 40C to 450 C, the oxidation rate constants followed an
Arrhenius equation quite well, suggesting the lack of temperature-induced local structural
perturbations that affect chemical degradation rates. One out of the four methionine
residues, Metl22, showed an activation energy significantly different than that of the
corresponding peptide. Extrapolation of kinetic data predicts non-Arrhenius behavior
around the melting temperature. Phenomenological modeling trying to understand the
temperature dependence of rate constants was pursued. Finally, we show that the data
obtained from accelerated oxidation can be used in conjunction with our models to get
predictions about the long-term shelf-life oxidation comparable with experimental results.
In the latter half of this thesis, three approaches in a hierarchical order were taken
in order to explain the higher rate of un-catalyzed hydrolysis of peptide bonds only in the
hinge region of antibody molecules. First, ab initio molecular dynamic simulations were
performed to understand the reaction mechanism of the hydrolysis of peptide bonds. The
system solvated in explicit water molecules was modeled quantum mechanically and
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dynamic transition trajectories of the chemical reaction were computed at ambient
conditions. Since no unique pathway can be used to describe the reaction process due to
fluctuations at finite temperature, path sampling technique was applied to obtain an
ensemble of trajectories. A statistical tool, likelihood maximization, was used to extract
physically important degrees of freedom by screening a large number of reaction
coordinate models. The same approach was applied to the hydrolytic reactions under
both acidic and neutral pH conditions, which are the most relevant to the formulation of
antibody molecules. In both cases, changes in local bonding pattern close to the reaction
center, as well as the solvent network, showed importance in determining the reaction
dynamics of the hydrolysis of the peptide bond.
Then classical molecular dynamic simulations were performed to study the
dynamics of a free hinge fragment and -the hinge fragments in the antibody molecule.
Important structural and dynamic differences between the two situations were revealed,
especially the observation that the free hinge fragment takes on configurations much less
frequently accessed by the hinge fragment when situated inside the antibody molecule.
In the third approach, a coarse-grained reaction rate model was proposed in order
to explain the experimentally observed higher rate of hydrolysis of peptide bonds. A
hypothesis involving a mechano-chemical mechanism was motivated by the essential
constraining effect of Fab and Fc domains on the hinge region in the antibody molecule
revealed in the second approach. Combining the information obtained from the previous
two approaches, force was calculated along the reaction coordinate direction that was
determined and verified previously. This information was integrated into a reaction rate
model in order to compute the reaction rate constants. The computational results show
that the mechano-chemical mechanism can yield reasonable rate constants comparable
with available experimental data.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Overview
1.1.1 Protein pharmaceutics and its stability
Protein molecules are linear polymers comprised of 20 different amino acids
linked by peptide bonds. They are the essential macromolecules in every living organism
and participate in every process within cells. They play the most diverse and dynamic
roles in the human body, ranging from catalyzing biochemical reactions, regulating
intracellular and intercellular signaling, and recognizing and neutralizing foreign
substances, to providing structural support as cellular scaffolds, etc. As important as their
correct functioning inside cells is, their malfunctioning or absence could result in severe
diseases and inviability.
With the development of recombinant DNA and protein technologies, it has been
made possible to produce large quantities of protein molecules from relatively simple
organisms such as E. coli or yeast at a low cost. After purification the protein molecules
can be used as therapeutics, treating diseases ranging from diabetes and haemophilia to
various types of cancers. Currently more than 130 different proteins or peptides are
approved for clinical use by the FDA, and many more are in the developmental stage (1).
These protein drugs include enzyme activators or inhibitors, functional regulators,
monoclonal antibodies, and various vaccines. Protein pharmaceuticals are highly specific
and effective in treating diseases, and their impact on the body and the immune system is
usually much less than that of small-molecule drugs.
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Despite their wide applicability and great promise for curing a range of diseases,
protein molecules are intrinsically unstable dtie to their chemical and physical properties
in the aqueous solutions in which these pr6otin drugs are usually formulated. This
unstable nature poses unique difficulties in viftally every step in the drug development
process, including production, purification, separation, storage and delivery of these
materials. This unstable nature is in stark cbiitrast to the small-molecule drugs. The
instability of protein molecules is due to variou's degradation pathways, which in general
can be separated into two classes, pathways' involving physical instability and those
involving chemical instability (2, 3).
Chemical instability refers to any process of modifying protein molecules via
chemical reactions to yield new chemical entities, such as the deamidation of the side-
chain amide linkage in a Gln or Asn residue, o6 oxidation of the side-chain of a Met, Tyr,
or His residue, etc. In general, these changes ifivolve bond formation or cleavage.
On the other hand, physical instability iiivolves major changes in its higher-order
structure (secondary or tertiary or quaternary); it may or may not involve any chemical
modifications. These include aggregatioin, denaturation, adsorption to surfaces,
precipitation, etc.
To stabilize the protein therapeutics against both physical and chemical
degradation pathways is an essential but challenging task in the development cycle of
protein pharmaceuticals. The shelf-life of a protein therapeutics in solution depends not
only on its own properties, such as the amino-acid sequence, tertiary structure, unfolding
melting temperature, etc., but also on various physical and chemical properties of the
formulation solution, such as temperature, pH, ionic strength, additives, etc. The
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objective of protein stabilization is to design a particular formulation solution to
minimize the physical and chemical degradations so that an acceptable shelf-life
(normally on the scale of 2 years) can be achieved. However, it is a great challenge to
design such formulations because of the complexity of the interaction between a protein
and its aqueous environment and its intricate and unique tertiary structure. The current
industrial practice is almost entirely enmpirical. Thus, a detailed and mechanistic
understanding of every individual degradation pathway is needed for an accurate
prediction of protein stability and the rational design of formulations (4).
In this thesis, two aspects of chemical instabilities, namely, the oxidative
degradation of methionine residues and the hydrolytic degradation of peptide bonds in
antibody molecules, are studied via a combination of experimental and
computational/theoretical approaches. Our focus is to elucidate the underlying
mechanisms of the chemical changes at the molecular level. The detailed knowledge of
the underlying mechanisms derived from this study should be useful to rationalize the
formulation design and may provide noyvel approaches to minimize the degradation of
therapeutic proteins.
1.1.2 Protein oxidative degradation
The side-chains of amino acid residues such as methionine (Met), cysteine (Cys),
tryptophan (Trp), tyrosine (Tyr) and histidine (His) can all be potential sites of oxidative
degradation (5). Among these residues, the sulfur-containing Met residue is most liable
to oxidation in aqueous solutions (3, 5). The cause of the oxidative degradation of
methionine residues during storage involves active oxygen species, such as singlet
oxygen 102, superoxide radical -02, peroxides ROOH, and hydroxyl radicals -OH. These
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reactive oxygen species (ROS) may be introdu'ced into the formulation from impurities in
the additives or be produced by light-catalyzed or metal-catalyzed reactions (5, 6). The
oxidation reaction of Met forms a methionine sulfoxide, after the covalent addition of an
oxygen atom to the sulfur atom in the side-chain of Met. This chemical modification
changes the chemical properties, and in general iesults in loss of biological function.
1.1.3 Stability of antibody molecules and its hydrolytic degradation
Antibodies are a special class of protein molecules, having unique structures and
physical and chemical properties. Engineered monoclonal human antibodies have
showed their highly effective and specific potency in treating many types of diseases,
such as cancer, infectious diseases, allergies, autoimmune diseases, and inflammations
(7). However, the special tertiary structures of antibody molecules and their properties
also make it rather difficult to stabilize these theiapeutic antibodies.
In general, similar to other globulaf proteins, antibody molecules can have
physical degradation pathways such as denatufation, aggregation, and surface adsorption,
and chemical degradation pathways such as deamidation, disulfide formation/exchange,
non-reducible cross-linking, isomerization, oxidation, C-terminal clipping, etc. (7).
The hydrolytic degradation of peptide bonds in antibody molecules has been
reported recently by Cordoba et al. (8). Thi hydrolysis of peptide bond results in
fragmented products, a single-armed Fab and Pc fragment, and a Fab fragment. This fact
is somewhat mysterious in the sense that the hydrolytic cleavage is a non-enzymatic
reaction which occurs only at several peptide bond locations in the hinge region.
Experimental characterization of the hydrolyzed products and quantification of hydrolytic
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rates from each of these sites are rather difficult and only limited data(8, 9) are available
for quantitative analysis.
1.2 Thesis objectives and approach
The overall goal of this thesis is to better understand the underlying mechanisms
of the oxidative degradation of methionine residues and the hydrolytic degradation of
antibody molecules. Specifically, this thesis seeks to accomplish five goals:
* Understand the interplay between protein structure and its chemical
reaction kinetics as a function of temperature by performing chemical
kinetics measurements and biophysical techniques to characterize protein
structures
* Reveal the special dynamic and structural features of the hinge fragment
in antibody molecules by performing classical molecular dynamics studies
on the free hinge fragment and the whole antibody molecule
* Elucidate the reaction mechanism of the hydrolytic reaction of peptide
bonds under both neutral and acidic pH conditions by introducing the
correct reaction coordinate
* Test a hypothesis about whether the solvent accessibility or the extent of
local fluctuation correlates. with the hydrolytic rate for residues in the
hinge region of the antibody molecule
* Test an alternative hypothesis about whether the higher rate of hydrolysis
can be explained by a mechano-chemical mechanism by a coarse-grained
reaction rate model
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Chapter 2. Thepretical Background
This chapter presents the computational techniques and theoretical background
employed in this thesis. The intention is not to reproduce information in textbooks and
literature, but instead to summarize the relevant parts in this thesis work.
2.1 Classical molecular dynamics
Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations involve the numerical integration
of Newton's equation of motion to generate physical trajectories, which are chronological
sequences of points in phase space (the combination of configuration space and
momentum space) for a system of interacting particles. Its aim is to study the detailed
microscopic dynamic behavior in many-bgdy systems which are of interest to the fields
of physics, chemistry and biology. It is based on statistical mechanics, especially the
ergodic hypothesis, in order to yield. properties of the molecular systems both at
equilibrium and at non-equilibrium (1, 2). The techniques of MD have been widely used
in the field of biophysics to study problems involving protein systems (3).
2.1.1 Force fields for protein systems in aqueous solutions
In order to provide a description of the interaction between particles in a
molecular system, a model or force field Peeds to be introduced as the input for classical
MD simulations. The use of predefined fu.nction forms and the parameters fitted against
experimental data or high-level quantum mechanical calculations, on one hand, greatly
reduces the computational overhead; on the other hand, such use also limits their
transferability to a condition which may greatly differ from the one these parameters
were originally developed. Thus, it is not possible to use the force-field developed with
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single molecular connectivity to study chemical reaction processes where bond breaking
and formation are involved (3).
There are a number of force fields developed for various particular systems, such
as Consistent Force Field (CFF) (4, 5) for organic compounds including polymers,
Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations (OPLS) (6, 7), Merck Molecular Force Field
(MMFF) (8), etc. For protein systems, CHARMM (9) force field is widely used. The
basic function forms in CHARMM include tfims describing intra- and intermolecular
interactions, such as the energetic penalties frodt the deviation of bonds and angles away
from their "reference" or "equilibrium" values; the function describing how the energy
changes as bonds are rotated (so called dihedril energy); and also the interaction between
non-bonded parts of the system. The non-bofided interaction is calculated between all
pairs of atoms. Usually this term is modeled as a Coulomb potential term for electrostatic
interaction and a Lennard-Jones potential for a i der Waals interactions. The force field
gives the potential energy E,o, as a functidi of internal coordinates (such as bond
lengths, angles, dihedral angles) of the simulation system with the following
mathematical form:
E,.,al = Kb(b-bo) 2 + 1K,(0-90)2 + EKz[l+cos(nX-8)]
bonds angles dihedrals
R , : (2.1)
+ [( m i% 12 mi )6 qi (2.1)
non-bonded r
where Kb, K, and Kz are the bond, angle, and dihedral angle force constants,
respectively; b, 9, and x are the bond lengtIh, angle, and dihedral angle, respectively,
with the subscript zero denoting the equili iium values for the individual terms.
Coulomb and Lennard-Jones 6-12 terms contfibute to the non-bonded interactions; e is
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the Lennard-Jones well depth and Rmin is the distance at the Lennard-Jones minimum.
The qi is the partial charge on particle i, et is the effective dielectric constant, and ry is
the distance between atom i andj.
2.1.2 Numerical integration of Newton's equation of motion
After the potential energy function V(r l ,r 2,...,r N ) as a function of coordinates of
the N particles in the system is defined, the motion of the system is governed
deterministically by Newton's equation of motion,
d 2r
m ' = -V V(r, r 2 ,...,rN) (2.2)
where t is time, mi is the mass, and r i is the position vector of particle i.
The ordinary second-order differential equation (2.2), usually subject to some
initial conditions given by such variables as the initial positions and velocities, can be
numerically integrated using schemes which preserve long-time energy conservation and
time reversibility such as Verlet's algorithm etc. (1, 2). The integration time-step needs
to be matched with the fastest vibrational frequency in the simulation system in order to
assure numerical stability. This requirement can severely limit its applicability to obtain
trajectories long enough for interesting physical or chemical process to occur. Thus, rigid
bond constraints are often applied to suppress the high frequency bond stretching modes
through the SHAKE (10) or RATTLE algorithm (11).
2.1.3 Classical MD in various ensembles
Since only a limited number of particles can be dealt with in any practical
computer simulation, which is far less than required to reach the thermodynamic limit,
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performing the integration of Newton's etiiation of motion with some specified
macroscopic state variables (such as the numbd of particles N, the chemical potential p,
the volume of the system V, the pressure P, thie total energy of the system E, and the
temperature T), also termed thermodynamic viiables, can be advantageous in some cases.
These ensembles include the microcanonical ensemble with NVE fixed, the canonical
ensemble with NVT fixed, the grand-canonical ehsemble with uVT fixed, and the constant
temperature and pressure ensemble with NPT fixed. Different ensembles do make a
difference when computing the mean-squared value of fluctuations in thermodynamic
quantities.
Often, the choice to perform MD in various ensembles is to use the extended
system approach. For example, to perform a ca~onical ensemble simulation, temperature
was controlled by a thermostat which has its owiin dynamics. The motion of the system
together with the thermostat is governed by an extended Lagrangian (12):
LNose == ms2i2 -U( r) + Q2 -Llns (2.3)i=1 2 2 P
where Q is an effective mass associate with s, the thermostat coordinate; N is the number
of particles; mi and ri are the mass and the 06sition vector of particle i, respectively;
L=3N; and 1 =1/(kT). Similarly, a barottt can be added to a constant pressure
simulation (13).
2.2 Ab initio molecular dynamics
In classical MD simulations, the systeim under study evolves on a single potential
energy surface, which describes the ground stat of the system. The electronic degrees of
freedom are omitted due to the Born-Oppenh8iner approximation, and only the nuclear
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motion is modeled using laws of classical mechanics. This approach is usually a good
approximation for molecular systems when the properties being studied are not related to
the motion of light atoms (i.e., hydrogen or electrons) or to vibrations with a frequency v
such that h < kBT where h is the Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Tis
the temperature of the system. When electronic degrees of freedom are important, first-
principle derived potential function needs to be calculated, often on-the-fly as the
numerical integration of Newton's equation of motion is performed.
There are different ways of performing ab initio MD, mainly differing in terms of
how the electronic structure was computed and how to combine the motions in the
electronic degrees of freedom and in the nuclei degrees of freedom. Car-Parrinello
molecular dynamics (CPMD) based on density functional theory (DFT) (14) was chosen
in this thesis and is introduced in the following section.
2.2.1 Density functional theory
Density functional theory is an altemative formulation of quantum mechanics
based on electron density rather than waye function. In a many-body molecular system,
the Hamiltonian for describing the interaction between nuclei and electrons takes the
following form (in atomic units, where the length unit is the Bohr radius ao=0.5292A, the
charge unit is the charge of the electron e, and the mass unit is the mass of the electron
me):
h2 v2 A2 P ZZj N 1 P ZH -L - - V? + + E - (2.4)
1= 2MI i, 2 jlR I -R, I Ir,-r| R,-r,I
where R={R}, I=1,..., P, is a set of nuclear coordinates, and r={ri}, i=1,..., N, is a set of
electron coordinates. Z, and MI are the nuclear charges and masses, respectively.
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The energy E and the quantum state described by wave function P(R,r) are governed
by Schrodinger's equation:
H~Y(R,r)= E'P(R,r) (2.5)
Often, considering the large differences between the electrons and nuclei, the
timescale associated with the motion of the hiic lei is much slower than that associated
with the motion of the electrons. Thus, the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation,
essentially the separation of electronic and nilear coordinates in the many-body wave
function,
P(R, r) = O(R)Q(R, r) (2.6)
is often assumed. The BO approximation reduces the many-body problem to the
dynamics of electrons in some frozen-in configuration of the nuclei, and often only the
electronic part of the Schrodinger's equation
2 N I P N . Z
- .V + E )Q (R,r)= EQ)(R,r) (2.7)21~2 <jr, -r, i , -r, I
is solved.
Even after the application of BO apprfdximation to arrive at a simpler Equation
(2.7), the many-body problem is still formiddtle. Kohn and Sham expressed the total
ground-state energy of an interacting system of electrons in terms of electronic charge
density n(r),
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EKS[{ (i}]= T,[{}]+ dr V,,,(r)n(r) + fdr V,(r)n(r)+ Ex[n(r)]
n(r) = l q(r) 12
T[{ = Jdr *(r)(-V2)i (r) (2.8)
Ve, (r)=- Zi + Z
V. (r) fdr' n(r')
Sr-r'l
where a set of orthogonal one-particle finctions { (r) } is the Kohn-Sham orbitals, The
T,[ {i} ] is the kinetic energy of a non-interacting reference system with the same number
of electrons exposed to the same external potential as the full interacting system; V,,(r)
is the fixed external potential in which th.e electrons move, which comprises Coulomb
interactions between the electrons and n.uclei; and V, (r) is the Hartree potential, which
is classical electrostatic energy of two charge clouds. The Exc[n(r)] is the exchange-
correlation energy. [] here and above denotes functional.
If the Kohn-Sham energy functional EKS[{(Q)}] is minimized with respect to the
orbitals { ( i (r) }, the resulting equation is:
{ 2  E-[n(r)]{-i V2 + V, (r)+ V,, () + aE [n (r) = EQ (r) (2.9)
2 an(r)
Hohenberg and Kohn proved that if the exact forms of T,[J{}] and Ex[n(r)] are known,
then the exact energy would be obtained frPm just the density n(r).
Much of the effort in DFT has been to find an accurate expression for the
exchange-correlation functional E,.[n(r)],
Ex[n(r)]= jdr n(r)exc[n(r)] (2.10)
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where exc[n(r)] is the exchange-correlation enridgy per particle.
Two common approximations for Ex[ii(r)] are the local density approximation
(LDA) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). In LDA, EQ.[n(r)] is simply
approximated by the exchange-correlation ehergy associated with a homogeneous
electron gas of the same density, which can be obtained precisely. If we write
ex [n(r)]= e [n(r)] + e [n(r)], then
e,[n(r)] = ()"3 n(r)"/3  (2.11)
4 *
and e[n(r)] has been obtained from quantum Monte Carlo simulations. The LDA gives
a poor description of molecular systems where the electron density undergoes rapid
changes.
Therefore, in GGA, gradients of the defiity are added to the exchange-correlation
functional,
Ex[n(r)]= dfF(r, Vr) (2.12)
Two commonly used GGA functionals are th Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP), with the
Becke exchange functional, and the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional, and the
Perdew-Wang (PW91) functional.
2.2.2 Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD)
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (15)' is an ab initio MD technique employing
periodic boundary conditions, plane-wave basis sets, and DFT. The basic idea of the
Car-Parrinello approach is to write an extended Lagrangian
L=( Ml + " dr '|2)-Es[{},{Rj}] (2.13)
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subject to a set of orthogonality constraints
Jdr *OJ = , (2.14)
for the system which leads to a system of coupled equations of motion for both ions and
electrons by explicitly introducing the electronic degrees of freedom as fictitious
dynamical variables qi. In this way an explicit electronic minimization at each iteration
is not needed: after an initial standard electronic minimization, the fictitious dynamics of
the electrons keep them on the electronip ground state corresponding to each new ionic
configuration visited along the dynamics, thus yielding accurate ionic forces. In order to
maintain this adiabatic condition, it is nepessary that the fictitious mass of the electrons
p is chosen small enough to avoid a significant energy transfer from the ionic to the
electronic degrees of freedom.
2.3 Rare event simulation techniques
Rare events are ubiquitous in physics, chemistry, and biology, such as chemical
reactions, formation of critical nuclei during crystallization processes, and the protein
folding process. The common feature of these processes is the timescale separation,
trans << stable (2.15)
where the transition process is an event of short duration separated by relatively longer
waiting times between two transition events. The timescale separation often is the
characteristic of activated processes, in which two stable states are separated by a free
energy barrier.
This wide disparity of timescales can present serious computational challenges
(16). If one were to run a long MD simulation to study the transition process, all kinetic
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information one is looking for in principle cani be obtained; however, it would be very
impractical because most of the computational time would be spent when the system is in
stable or meta-stable states because the state lifetime rstable depends exponentially on the
free energy barrier height, and quite rarely will the system undergo transition. This
phenomenon of rare transition is the manifestation of the timescale separation.
Another issue which makes the study of rare events more complicated is the
roughness of the potential energy landscape. Unlike systems in the gas phase where there
are only a few saddle points on the potential energy surface which usually can be used to
sufficiently characterize the transition process, for rare events occurring in liquids, the
system of interest has a rugged potential efietgy surface on which myriads of small
energy barriers with a height of the order of kjT, which have to be distinguished with the
true potential energy barrier often larger than k.T.
One way to get around the challenges posed by timescale separation and the
roughness of the potential energy surface is to focus on the dynamic bottleneck for the
rare event which is defined as the transition state surface, as the transition path sampling
technique illustrates in the following section.
2.3.1 Transition path sampling
Transition path sampling (TPS) techriique is basically an importance sampling
algorithm in the dynamic trajectory space in order to collect an ensemble of transition
trajectories. The most significant advantage of this technique is that no prior knowledge
about the reaction mechanism, the reaction co6rdinate and the transition state is needed to
begin with. Rather, the results of TPS can be used to obtain information about the
transition state ensemble, the free energy profile and the reaction coordinate. The only
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necessary conditions for starting a transition path sampling simulation are the definitions
of free energy basins of attraction by suitable order parameters, and an initial transition
trajectory, or a series of points in the phase-space which connect the two basins of
attraction, which may not be physical or at the same condition as the one of interest.
The original algorithm of TPS uses two types of moves in the process of a random
walk in the trajectory space, the shooting moves and the shifting moves. As in the
configurational MC algorithm, these mo.ves need to obey the detailed balance condition
in which path probability needs to be used instead of the configurational probability.
A more efficient sampling technique to explore the trajectory space is the aimless-
shooting algorithm (17, 18). It has the advantage of having more decorrelation between
successive trajectories than the original version of TPS, and thus it can explore the
trajectory space more quickly. As shown in Figure 2.1, the basic idea of the aimless
shooting algorithm is to make shooting mloves among three possible points on an old
accepted trajectory, x(o)_At, x() 0o, and x(o)+ ,.
-At X(ori " "
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the aimless shooting algorithm on a two-dimensional system.
A and B are stable state basins, connected by a reactive trajectory. Three points (x(o)_A,
x(O)o, and x(o)+At) are on the old trajectory. P(TPIx) is the probability of a trajectory
initiated from x is a transition path.
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It can derived that the condition of detailed balance translates into following
acceptance criterion for any new trajectory initiated randomly from x(o)_At, x(o)o, and x(O)+At
on the old trajectory with equal probability:
o-+, h (n), ]h (nr(.
PaccAS [= [x i]h[xI,] (2.16)
2.3.2 Likelihood maximization
Having collected an ensemble of trajectories, with their statistical weight in
trajectory space correctly built in, there are different ways to identify the important
degrees of freedom, namely, the factors in coffiprising the reaction coordinate. Ma et al.
(19) developed an algorithm based on neural networks and genetic algorithm to identify
reaction coordinate. In their method, neural networks are used to determine the
functional dependence of the committor probability on a set of coordinates, and the
genetic algorithm selects the combination of elements that yields the best fit from this set
of coordinates.
An alternative and complementary technique, likelihood maximization (17, 18), to
select physically important degrees of freedom is based on informatics theory. It screens
a set of candidate collective variables for a good reaction coordinate that depends only on
a few relevant variables. Selection of the candidate collective variables is crucial in both
this approach and the approach developed in (19). The possible collective variables can
be: 1) pseudo-internal coordinates including geometric quantities such as distances,
angles and dihedral angles; 2) accessible surface area of, radius of gyration of, and
excluded volume of the solute; 3) number of hydrogen bonds, protein native contact
number, etc. The computational screening of single such collective variable is fast, thus
it is feasible to perform the screening over a large number of candidate variables.
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Likelihood maximization algorithm starts with a data set, which is the rejected or
accepted shooting points in TPS, and it seeks a committor probability model ps[r(x)] and
a reaction coordinate model r(x) as a fupntion of the shooting point configuration x in
order to explain the realizations of ps[r(x)] that were obtained from TPS. The reaction
coordinate model r(x) is assumed to be a linear combination of m candidate collective
variables qI, q2, ... , q
r(x) = t + -akqk (2.17)
k=1
where ak (k=-0O, ... , m) are undetermined parameters. The model of pB[r(x)] can also be
assumed to be
p, [r(x)] = [1 + tanh(r)] (2.18)2
based on the requirement that pB[r(x)---J]- O, pu[r(x)--0]-- 1/2, and ps[r(x)--+oo]--+1.
The models of r(x) and ps[r(x)] can then be used to compute the likelihood score given
the shooting data:
B A
L(a)= p, [r(q(x(k)))]- P [r(q(x(')))] (2.19)
k=1 1=1
where B is the number of trajectories with end points in basin B, and A is the number of
trajectories with end points in basin A. The q(x(k)) are the values of collective variables
at the shooting point configuration x(k) for trajectory number k. The explicit function
dependence of r on the m collective variables q, and the function dependence of q on the
shooting point configuration x was explicitly written out.
For the set of trajectories generate4 by TPS algorithm, the following terminology
is used throughout this thesis. Conclusive trajectories are the ones with both ends in
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either basin, and reactive or accepted traject6ries refer to the ones with both ends in
different basins. Due to the possibility of riffiing shorter trajectories, a trajectory can
have either or both ends not committing to any basin. This situation has to be controlled
to have a low percentage in the collected trajeetories in TPS algorithm by adjusting basin
definitions and the acceptance probability, and the trajectories can not be used in the
likelihood maximization.
The likelihood score in Equation (2.19) is to be maximized in order to determine
the unknown coefficient ak (k=-O, ... , m); the completely determine the reaction
coordinate model r(x) and the committor Orobability model pB[r(x)]. In practical
algorithm, the logarithm of L(a) is used becatise of its numerical ease to handle.
There is still one more degree of freedoin that needs to be fixed, m, the number of
the collective variables qk (k=l, ... , m) involVed in the reaction coordinate model r(x).
The Bayesian information criterion (20) can' ie used to determine whether additional
variables significantly improve the reaction Co6rdinate and thus needs to be included.
Namely, when m is the same, r(x) models with different sets of qk (k=l, ... , m) can be
compared with the log likelihood score. The larger the score is, the more likely for the
model to be true given the TPS shooting data. When comparing one models of r(x) with
sets of m and n (with n<m) collective variables, having maximized log likelihood scores
I,. and I, respectively, if 1,, - l,,>(m-n)xlog(N)/2, then the reaction coordinate model r(x)
with m collective variables is statistically supetior than the model with n variables, and if
1,, - l,<(m-n)xlog(N)/2, then the two models ate statistically indistinguishable. Here N is
the number of realizations in the likelihood function, or, equivalently, the number of
conclusive trajectories.
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2.3.3 Reaction coordinate verification
The standard technique to verify the validity of a reaction coordinate is the
committor probability PB histogram analysis (16, 21, 22). The basic idea of pB histogram
analysis is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The committor describes the partitioning of short
dynamic trajectories, originating from the assumed transition state region and with
randomly chosen initial momenta sampled from a Maxwell distribution, into the various
free energy states, in this case A and B. As shown in Figure 2.2, points from the PB=0.5
iso-surface constructed from the assumed reaction coordinate can be chosen, and many
short random trajectories can be fired from these points. The resulting shape of the
distribution of the committor probability can be used to tell whether the assumed reaction
coordinate is "good" or "poor". Here 'good" means the reaction coordinate model
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Figure 2.2: (a) Free energy landscape for a system with two dividing surfaces constructed
from two reaction coordinate models. There are two stable states, A and B, for this free
energy surface. The purple line represents the pr=0.5 iso-surface for a "good" reaction
coordinate, where most trajectories initiated from points on this line have a 0.5
probability of committing to either basin. However, if a "poor" reaction coordinate was
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chosen, for example, its PB=0.5 iso-surface car be the red line, the trajectories initiated
from points on this red line have a bimodal probability distribution of committing to
either basin. The probability distributions of the shooting points having different
committor probability distributions for the two cases are shown in (b).
2.3.4 Reaction rate constant calculation
In the reactive flux formulism of reactibn rate, the starting point is the correlation
function:
C(t) = < h A (0 (t)> (2.20)
< h4 (t) >
where h.(t)- h(r(t)) is the characteristic fniction, i.e. hn(r(t))= I if r(t) e n and 0
elsewhere. As a consequence of the separation of timescales, for time t such that
«r,,a << t << z,,.b,, the rate constant and the correlation function C(t) are related by
C(t) ki.t (2.21)
Therefore, the first derivative of C(t), k(t) - C(i), called the reactive flux, has a constant
value equal to the forward rate constant.
Through some algebraic manipulation, 6ie can arrive at
k (t) (0)(q(0) - *)O(q(t) - q*))k(t) = (2.22)((q*-q(O)))
where q(r) is the one-dimensional reactioi coordinate, <> denotes the canonical
ensemble average, q* is the reaction coordinate at the transition state, 6(x) and O(x) are
the standard Dirac delta function and Heaviside step function respectively.
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2.4 Reaction rate theories
Reaction rate theory concerns with the rate at which the rare events mentioned
above occur. The simplest form of the reaction rate theory is the problem of escape rate
from metastable states, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. At finite temperature T, a particle
may wander around in state A for a long time before it has gained enough kinetic energy
from the heat bath to overcome the potential energy barrier to reach state B. Heat bath,
or the specification of constant temperature T, endows thermal activation for the
transition.
In a more realistic description of the reaction rate theory, the x-coordinate in
Figure 2.3 is replaced by the reaction coordinate, and the dynamics along the direction of
the reaction coordinate is stochastic in nature, which includes a combined effect induced
by the coupling among a multitude of environmental degrees of freedom. There are two
aftermaths when the dynamics only along the reaction coordinate direction is considered.
One is friction, due to the reduced action of the degrees of freedom that are lost upon
contraction of the complete phase-space dynamics. The other one is entropy, due to the
reduction of all coupled degrees of freedom from a high-dimensional potential energy
surface in full phase-space to an effective potential, i.e., the potential of mean force along
the reaction coordinate direction.




XA X B  X
Figure 2.3: (a) The Kramers problem for a di ible-well potential. Two minima of the
potential energy are located at XA and xB, and a saddle point at x. The energy barrier
between the stable state A and the saddle point is AE T, which determines the forward
escape rate ky from A to B.
The equation of motion for the reaction coordinate can be obtained by the
technique of projection operator, and the resulting "coarse-grained" dynamics is
described in a form of generalized Langevin eqiation where the time-dependent frictional
force has a memory kernel.
2.4.1 Transition state theory
Transition state theory is based on the assumptions that: 1) passage through a
transition state is committed to a stable state without subsequent return for a longer
period of time than the time duration of the transition dynamics; 2) thermodynamic
equilibrium is maintained throughout the eitire system for all degrees of freedom,
including everywhere along the reaction coordinfate. From the reactive flux formulism of
reaction rate constant, it is straightforward to derive the transition state rate constant for
the escape problem of the double-well potential in Figure 2.3. From Equation (2.22) and
the assumption of "passage without return", O(C(t) - q*) can be replaced by 0(4(0)), and
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krsr  (q(0))(q(0)-q*)0(q(0)))
k TT(t) = (4( q(O) - (2.23)
:((q * -q(0)))
Also using the equilibrium assumption, the ensemble average can be evaluated
with equilibrium probability density, thus
exp(- )
kTST kBT kBT (2.24)
2mir - U(x) - U(xt)
p- --~ ) dx
kT
For multidimensional cases, the expression of transition state reaction rate
constant can be casted into a simple form
= kBT AG
kTs (t)= exp(- ) (2.25)
i kT
where AGI is the difference in Gibbs free energies between the transition state and the
reactant state.
2.4.2 Kramers' theory
The Kramers problem is to find the rate at which a Brownian particle escapes
from a potential well over a potential barrier. It is the problem depicted in Figure 2.3,
with B replaced by an infinitely deep well. This problem is a well studied and widely
generalized. The equation of motion for the Brownian particle is the Lagevin equation
under an external potential U(x),
d 2x dU dx
m t--T =- m - -- + R(t) (2.26)dt dx dt
where m is the mass of the particle, t is time, 4( is the frictional coefficient, and R(t) is a
time-dependent random force satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
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< R(t)R(t') >= 2mrnk T(t - t') (2.27)
where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmaiin's constant, 6(x) is the standard Dirac
delta function.
Two key quantities determine the escape rate in Kramers problem, the vibrational
frequency at the saddle point cot and the potential energy barrier AE. Depending on two
dimensionless quantities /cow and kT/AE , Equation (2.26) can be simplified to give
closed-form expressions for the forward reactiin rate constant. At low friction and high
energy barrier, the rate of escape is:
rCC ex AE- ) (2.28)
2z; k8 T
where oA is the vibrational frequency at well A.
While at high friction and high energy barrier, the rate of escape is:
r = exl( -  ) (2.29)
B ,T kBT
In Figure 2.4, the dependence of the escape rate r on the frictional coefficient 4 is
illustrated. It should be noted that there is a "turnover" region which connects the two
limits.
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Figure 2.4: The escape rate as a function of frictional coefficient, . In the regime of low
friction, the rate of escape is proportional to the frictional coefficient 4. In the regime of
high friction, or the energy diffusion regime, the rate is inversely proportional to friction
coefficient '.
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Chapter 3. Comparative Oxidation Studies of Methionine
Residues in rhG-CSF
3.1 Introduction
The oxidation of methionine amino acids is an important reaction for proteins
both in vivo and in vitro. In vivo, a number of processes of biological interest involve
methionine oxidation, such as aging (1-3), Parkinson's diseases (4), and Alzheimer's
disease (5, 6). In addition, the oxidatiop of a methionine residue and its reduction by
methionine sulfoxide reductase is thought to be a regulatory mechanism for enzyme
bioactivity (7, 8). In vitro, oxidatiop is important in the production of protein
pharmaceuticals. An inevitable problem for these protein molecules in aqueous solution
is the various physical and/or chemical degradation reactions that occur during the shelf
life of the product (9). Oxidation is one of the common chemical degradation pathways,
often resulting in structural changes (10) and bioactivity losses (11). Minimizing
oxidation as well as other forms of degradation is essential in formulating pharmaceutical
proteins (12).
rhG-CSF is a four-helix bundle protein with 175 amino acid residues (13),
containing four methionine residues. The crystal structure (14, 15) is shown in Figure 3.1,
and all four methionine residues are highlighted in a ball-stick representation; its main
chain backbone is shown in a ribbon representation. Met 1 is at the N-terminus, encoded
by the initiation codon in protein synthesis, and is therefore very flexible. Met 122 is
within helix C, facing the interior and buried to a great extent. Met 127 and Met 138 both
face the protein interior and are located in the B-C loop, which is more flexible than the
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helix that contains Met 122. Also shown fii Figure 3.1 is the location of the two
tryptophan residues, Trp 59 and Trp 119, which serve as fluorescence spectral probes of
the local environment. Trp 59 resides in the 1ilog loop AB between helices A and B with
its side chain pointing out toward solvent, whereas Trp 119 resides within helix C with its
side chain between the interface of helix C and loop CD. Trp 59 is located far away from
all of the methionine residues and is much exposed despite its hydrophobic nature; while
Trp 119 is close to Met 122 and is much buried. However, neither of the two tryptophan
residues has a similar micro-environment as any of the methionine residues.
SMetl
Figure 3.1mnu Crystal structure of rhG-CSF fr (14, 15). Four N-terminal residues
ray structure were fixed.27
constants of different methionine residues in given protein, such as G-CSF (16) and
human al -antitrypsin (17), can differ by an order(s)-of-magnitude. Chu et al. explained
this observation with the introduction of a new mechanism for methionine oxidation in
proteins by hydrogen peroxide (16, 18-20). In this mechanism, water molecules play an
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important role in stabilizing the transition state. They also found that (16, 18-20) solvent
accessible area is not sufficient to distiguish the disparate oxidation rate constants
among methionine residues, as previously thought. Instead, they proposed a new
structural quantity, ensemble-averaged two-shell water coordination number, derived
from molecular dynamics simulations, which was found to correlate well with oxidation
rate constants. An obvious next question then is how local variations in amino acids near
a given methionine site affect oxidation in the absence of structural effects. There are
two ways of addressing this question: through equilibrium denaturation experiments and
by studying peptides that have the same sequence in the local region around each
methionine residues of interest. In this paper, we report the results of both kinds of
studies, performed on the very important therapeutic protein, G-CSF. Comparative
kinetics studies were conducted using rhG-CSF and synthetic peptides, which were
synthesized to mimic the local sequence around methionine residues in rhG-CSF. The
differences in methionine oxidation rate constants as a function of temperature were
obtained from experimental measurements, and a correlation with free energies of
equilibrium denaturation of rhG-CSF at different temperatures was made.
3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Materials.
rhG-CSF expressed and produced in E. coli was provided by Amgen Inc. Three
short peptides with sequences, which mirnic the corresponding sequences in rhG-CSF
around Met 122, Met 127, and Met 138, were synthesized by SynPep Co. The peptide
sequences are Acetyl-QQMEEY-CONH 2 (denoted pepl and corresponding to Met 122),
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Acetyl-LGMAPY-CONH 2 (denoted pep2 afid corresponding to Met 127), Acetyl-
GAMPAY-CONH 2 (denoted pep3 and corresponding to Met 138), all of which were
acetylated at the C-terminus and tagged with a tyrosine residue at the N-terminus.
Ultrapure guanidinium hydrochloride was pirhased from MP Biomedicals (cat. no.
105696). All other chemicals were purchased fibm Sigma Aldrich.
3.2.2 Oxidation kinetics measurement for peptides.
A mixture of 0.5 mg/ml rhG-CSF with equimolar concentrations of the three short
peptides was prepared in 10 mM acetate buffer at pH 4.0. Ionic strength was adjusted to
100 mM by adding NaCl. Concentrated hydrog6n peroxide (30% w/w H202) was added
into the mixture solution at different concentrations at different temperatures. The actual
concentration of the stock solution of H202 (Iabeled 30% w/w) purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich was determined by following the uv-vis absorbance at 240nm using an extinction
coefficient 43.6. (The detailed procedure is contained in the Production Information
Sheet). In all cases, hydrogen peroxide is in large excess, with molar ratios of
H202/rhG-CSF ranging from 1:500-1:3000. Reaction mixtures were incubated at a
range of temperatures, from 4 'C to 500 C in a water bath. After adding hydrogen
peroxide and incubating at a specified tempdeature, aliquots of reaction mixture were
removed at different time points and the remiinfing hydrogen peroxide was quenched by
catalase (Sigma c9284). Samples were then ceitrifuged, and there were no considerable
soluble aggregates in these samples up to the end of oxidation as verified by size
exclusion chromatography. In addition, there Was full recovery with respect to total peak
area, suggesting no loss due to insoluble matefidls. The supernatant was divided into two
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halves, one for the quantification of the oxidation kinetics of the short peptides, and the
other one for Glu-C peptide map of rhG-CSF.
The sample for the quantification of the oxidation kinetics of the short peptides
was analyzed by RP-HPLC using an Agilent 1100 series or Beckman Coulter Gold with a
C4 column (Phenomenex, Jupiter 5g C4.300A 150x4.6 mm). The mobile-phases were
0.1% TFA in water (A) and 90% acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA in water (B). The column
was equilibrated with 10% B initially. After sample injection, the separation was
achieved by a linear gradient of 10% B to 40% B for 20 min, 40% B to 80% B for 30 min,
a constant concentration of B at 80% for 5 min, and back to 10% for another 10 min. The
column temperature was controlled at 60C, and the flow rate was 0.8 ml/min. The
absorbance signal was monitored by a visible/ultraviolet diode array detector at a
wavelength of 214 nm.
3.2.3 Peptide mapping and oxidation kinetics measurement for rhG-CSF.
The sample used for rhG-CSF quantification was first digested by Glu-C
endoproteinase. Glu-C endoproteinase selectively cleaves at the C-terminal side of
glutamate sites in protein molecules under reducing buffer conditions. The digestion
buffer was comprised of 0.5M Tris, 0.5M Tris-HC1, 0.4M methylamine hydrochloride
(CH 3NH2-HC1), 0.2M DTT and 6M urea. For a typical aliquot of sample with a volume
of 100 gl, 200 gl digestion buffer and 10 .1 0.2 [pg/gl Glu-C endoproteinase were added,
and the whole mixture was incubated at ropom temperature for 18±1 hrs. The digested
sample was then analyzed by RP-HPLC with a C4 column (Phenomenex, Jupiter 5p C4
300 A 250x2.0 mm). The mobile-phases were 0.085% TFA in water (A) and 90%
acetonitrile with 0.085% TFA in water (B). The column was equilibrated with 2% B
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initially. After sample injection, the separationi is achieved by a linear gradient of 2% to
30% B for 30 min, 30% B to 60% B for 45 mnii, 60% B to 98% B for 15 min, a constant
concentration of B at 98% for 15 min, and back to 2% B for 12 min. The column
temperature was controlled at 400 C with a flowi-rate 0.2 ml/min. The absorbance signal
was monitored by a visible/ultraviolet diode difay at a wavelength of 214 nm. Most of
the oxidation kinetics measurements were peiffrmed in duplicate, and it was found that
the deviations from fitting to the pseudo-first 6ider reaction kinetcs were greater than the
variations between two different sets of time points. Therefore, the error bars in the
reported oxidation rate constants were from thi variations in the linear fit to pseudo-first
order reaction kinetics.
LC/MS/MS data were acquired using a model Finnigan LCQ series mass
spectrometer with electro spray interface and XCaliber software from Thermo Electron
Co. The data were used to identify each of the digested fragments and the oxidized
methionine-containing fragments. As showii in Figure 3.2, oxidized and unoxidized
forms of these methionine-containing fragmerits can be well separated by HPLC. Among
all the major peaks identified using MS/MS, nri other oxidized residues, such as trp or tyr
were found. Oxidized forms I, II, III, IV, V, aiid unoxidized forms by L125-E163, Ml-
E20, and L100-El24 are indicated. The areas inder these peaks were used to calculate
the oxidation rate constants.
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Figure 3.2: Mass spectrum of Glu-C digested peptide fragments. The number over each
peak refers to the molecular weight of th-e fragment, with the actual fragment in rhG-CSF
indicated by an arrow. 1: L125-E163 with M138(0) and M127(0), II: L125-E163 with
M127(0), III: L125-E163 with M138(O), jV: M1-E20 with M1(0), V: L100-E124 with
M122(0).
3.2.4 Equilibrium denaturation monitored by intrinsic fluorescence.
Equilibrium denaturation by GdnHCl was performed for rhG-CSF in 10 mM
acetate at pH 4.0 under a range of temperatures. An AVIV fluorometer model ATF105
with an automated titration system was used to generate fluorescence data. Two stock
protein solutions at 0.5 mg/mL protein concentration were prepared with concentrated
GdnHCl (approximately 8M) and with no denaturant. The titration system was
comprised of a Hamilton pump, which removed a set volume of denatured protein
solution from the cuvette and injected an equivalent volume of protein solution from the
syringe, decreasing the concentration of GuHCl by 0.1 M for each spectral measurement.
After the dilution of denaturant, the solution in the cuvette was allowed to mix and
equilibrate for 3 minutes at room temperature. The fluorescence intensity was recorded
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at an excitation wavelength 280 nm and emission wavelength 340 nm, per previous work
(21).
3.2.5 Equilibrium denaturation monitored iy Circular Dichoism (CD).
The same buffer condition as in fluorestknce equilibrium denaturation except that
rhG-CSF concentration was 0.02 mg/ml was used for CD experiments. A CD
spectrophotometer model J810 from JASCO Was used. A similar automated titration
system was used to prepare mixtures with different denaturant concentrations. The CD
signal at 222 nm was collected by SpectraManager software.
3.2.6 Data analysis of tryptophan fluoresc hice and CD data.
Data from equilibrium denaturation expleriments were processed according to a
standard method developed by Tanford (22). Raw CD and fluorescence data were fit to a
two-state model for protein unfolding/folding.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Temperature dependence of methiodfile oxidation kinetics for short peptides.
Since a large excess of H202 was used in the all of the oxidation experiments, its
concentration is assumed to be a constant in the calculation of rate constants. As shown
in Figure 3.3, the concentration of unoxidized peptides was normalized to their initial
concentrations and plotted on a semi-logarithiii scale. Linear fitting (with R2>0.98) was
performed on this plot to assure the validity of assumed pseudo-first order reaction and to
obtain the pseudo-first order rate constants. The measured rates of methionine oxidation
in the short peptides are listed in Table 3.1. Second order rate constants were obtained
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from the division of pseudo-first order rate constants by the hydrogen peroxide
concentration. Figure 3.4 shows that on the Arrhenius plots, the methionine oxidation
rate is nearly sequence-independent in the three peptides. The oxidation rates of
methionine residues in these hexa-peptides are very close to the oxidation rate of free
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Figure 3.3: Oxidation rate constants of short peptides. This graph shows the unoxidized
percentage of the three short peptides versus time, under the reaction condition in a
pH4.0, 10mM sodium acetate buffer at 370C. Linear regressions were performed to
generate pseudo first order rate constants, from which second order oxidation rate
constants were obtained.
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Figure 3.4: Arrhenius plots of the oxidation rate constants of methionine in short peptides
as a function of temperature. A good linear relationship was obtained, and the apparent
activation energies were obtained from the regression. Error bars are added from Table
3.1.
3.3.2 Temperature dependence of the oxidition kinetics of methionine residues in
rhG-CSF.
Similar to the oxidation kinetics analSiS for three peptides, the concentration of
unoxidized methionine residues was normalizd to their initial concentrations and plotted
on a semi-logarithm scale, shown in Figure 31.5. Similar procedure as described for the
three peptides was carried out to generate the rate constants shown in Table 3.1.










Figure 3.5: Oxidation rate constants determined for methionine residues in rhG-CSF.
This graph shows the unoxidized percentage of each methionine residues in rhG-CSF,
calculated from the peptide map, using 't*e areas of the digested fragment(s). Linear
regressions were performed to generate pseudo-first order rate constant, from which
second order oxidation rate constants were obtained by dividing by hydrogen peroxide
concentrations.
In Table 3.1, both the oxidation rate constants for the three short peptides and for
the four methionine residues in rhG-CSF at different temperatures are shown. The
oxidation rate constants vary by over two orders-of-magnitude amongst different
methionine residues in rhG-CSF. In addition, the oxidation rate constants vary by over
one order-of-magnitude in the temperature range 4-600 C for each given methionine
residue.
Table 3.1: Second order oxidation rate constants of methionine residues in three short
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67.59 63.01 65.19 40.61 6.50 5.07 0.38
60.38 21.61 19.19 1.83
123.28 114.25 122.19
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60 344.05 317.52 303,77
All data are with the unit M' hr1 . a Results from (16) bResults from (23)
Corresponding methionines in peptides and in rhG-CSF: pepl-Metl22, pep2-Met127, pep3-
Metl38
From the data in Table 3.1, Arrhenitbs plots were obtained and are shown in
Figure 3.6. Linear regressions were performed according to Arrhenius equation
AE
k = Ae R . The values of the Arrhenius parameters, activation energy AE and prefactor
A, are listed in Table 3.2. In general, the apparent activation energies and pre-factors of
three peptides are approximately equal within the experimental errors, while those of
methionine resides in rhG-CSF vary significantly. Understanding these differences is
essential, as explained later.
Table 3.2: Activation energies and prefactors of methionine oxidation in three short
peptides and rhG-CSF at pH 4.0, 10mM NaAc biffer.
Free met pep1 pep2 pep3 M1 M138 M127 M122
AE (kcal/mol) 13.1±0.0 11.1±0.9 11.3±0.8 10. t0.8 9.1±0.9 12.5±1.7 12.3±1.7 18.8±3.4
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Figure 3.6: Arrhenius plots of the oxidation rate constants of methionine in short peptides
as a function of temperature. A good linear relationship was obtained, and the apparent
activation energies were obtained from the regression. Error bars are added from Table
3.1.
3.3.3 Equilibrium denaturation of rhG-CSF at different temperatures.
Both fluorescence and CD signals were used to track the structural changes in the
equilibrium denaturation and renaturation processes. There are two tryptophan residues
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in rhG-CSF, Trp 59 and Trp 119(24), that give rise to a fluorescence signal at 340 nm
with an excitation wavelength of 280 nm. Figure 3.7 shows the raw fluorescence data
that were converted to fraction of unfolded protein by fitting to a two-state model versus
the concentration of GdnHCl for different temperatures. From a low temperature to 10-
150C, the curves shifted toward higher GdnHC1, and then backward to lower GdnHCI
concentrations at higher temperature, therefore exhibiting a maximum stability
temperature. A quantitative description of the position of each curve can be described by
the midpoint denaturant concentration, C,; yalue (22) and m value.
1
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Figure 3.7: Fraction of unfolded versus denaturant GdnHCI concentration at different
temperatures as indicated, converted and fitted from the CD signal at 222nm.
The results from CD and tryptophan fluorescence are listed in Table 3.3. The
definitions of m value and Cm follow those of Tanford (22).
Table 3.3: Data from CD and tryptophan fluorescence following equilibrium denaturation
of rhG-CSF at different temperatures in pH 4.0, 10 mM NaAc buffer.
Tryptophan fluorescencea CD resultsb
Temperature m valuec m m value c(C) delta G ( value delta G m valuec cm valuec(kcal/mol) (kcal/(M value (kcal/mol) (kcal/(M (M)mol) (M) mol)
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2 9.74 3.21 3.02 11.52 3.85 3.00
4 11.58 3.79 3.00 11.58 3.79 3.06
7 11.16 3.61 3.10 10.86 3.51 3.10
10 11.18 3.57 3.15 11.64 3.75 3.12
15 11.08 3.50 3.18 11.08 3.50 3.18
20d 9.00 2.85 3. 5 11.19 3.19 3.50
25 9.06 2.94 3.09 9.06 2.94 3.09
30 9.25 3.05 3.05 8.63 2.87 3.01
34 7.42 2.55 2.92
37 5.84 2.25 2.61 7.02 2.5,6 2.74
aFluorescence data was recorded for a sample containing 0.5 mg/ml rhG-CSF in 10 mM
NaAc at pH 4.0. bCD data were reorded for a sample containing 0.02 mg/ml rhG-CSF in 10
mM NaAc at pH 4.0. cValues follow from (22). D COmpare with results from (21) with a delta G
unfolding 9.0+0.3 kcal/mol uinder similar condition.
3.3.4 Fit to Gibbs-Helmholtz equation.
From a well-known thermodynamic relation, one has
T 
8AG
( )p = AG- T( ) = AG - TAS = AH (3.1)
1 aT
T
While for small molecules, it is quite safe to assume AH=constant
AG
T
(3.2)= -R( )P = H
which is the van't Hoff relationship. (An exothermic reaction has a positive slope on the
log(K) versus 1/T plot because AH,,,<0.)
When applying this to the protein unfoiding process N+-+U:
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AG ....
T )P ( nf) (3.4)( T T 2
Integrating this expression from T* to T and assuming that the temperature dependence of
AH,,) is AH,,, = AH*wf) +AC,(T-T*) and AH*(uf) , where the AC, 's are all
constants over this temperature range,
AGU) AGunf) - AHnJf) - AC.T AH:Inf) - ACTlogT (3.5)
A -T - AC, log( ()
T T T T T
If taking T* to be T,, the melting temperature, then AG*(u,,) =0, so
' AHO T (3.6)AG,.u = AH1i,,, - T ) + ACp [T - T
.  
Tlog( )
or for folding process U+-+N
AG A.h ffLA ,,A T (3.7)





The individual Gibbs free energy changes of folding at each temperature are
plotted versus temperature according to the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation, as shown in
Figure 3.8. In Table 3.4, the parameters obtained from the fitting to both CD and
fluorescence data are listed. The difference is the manifestation that the two techniques
track different events during the protein folding/unfolding process.
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Figure 3.8: Fit of Gibbs free energy change versus temperature according to the Gibbs-
H1-elmholtz equation. Results obtained from fluorescence equilibrium denaturation
experiments. Results were also obtained fribm CD experiments. All equilibrium
denaturation experiments were conducted in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer at pH 4.0.
Table 3.4: Parameters fitted from CD and tryptophan fluorescence data according to
Gibbs-Helmholtz equation.
AH 0(folding) Tm ACp(kcal/mol) (K) (kcal/(mol K))
Fluorescence -1111.47 58.94 1.85
CD -2037.95 60.63 3.28
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Comparative kinetic analysis on the 0xidation of methionine residues.
Short peptides each containing one methionine residue were designed to have the
same amino acid sequences corresponding to the sequences around each methionine
residue in rhG-CSF. Comparison between the oxidation kinetics of corresponding
methionine residues in peptides and in the protein can provide information about how
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protein tertiary structure influences oxidation reactions. Figure 3.9 shows Arrhenius
plots of the oxidation rates of specific methionine residues within the intact protein
versus the corresponding peptide. The oxidation rates within the intact protein were
generally slower than within the corresponding peptides, presumably due to steric
interference, reduced flexibility, and limited diffusion of reactive oxidation species to the
methionine site. In addition, the extent of structural influence depends on the specific
location of such residue, possibly determined by the micro-environment around it.
Observing these differences, the questions we want to address are:
1. How can we understand the structural effects on oxidation kinetics?
2. Why does the additional complexity of structural effects that supposedly would
result in non-Arrhneius oxidation kinetics still yield Arrhenius temperature dependence in
the temperature ranged examined?
3. Can a simple phenomenological model(s) be developed to account for the
structural effects on oxidation rate constants, including its temperature dependence? The
model needs to agree with the experimental kinetic data for both peptides and protein.
Moreover, a reasonable model needs to layve the ability to be reduced back to the case of
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Figure 3.9: Comparisons of the oxidation of rnethionine residues in rhG-CSF and those in
corresponding peptides on the Arrehnius plot. (i) met 138 and pep3 (b) met 127 and pep2
(c) met 122 and pepl. Lines across each set of data points represent the fit to the
Arrhenius equation.
3.4.2 Relationship between structure afid oxidation kinetics at different
temperatures.
Unlike reactions involving only small molecules, reactions of macromolecules
such as proteins are complicated by their tertiary structure. A reaction involving a buried
residue in the hydrophobic core is obviously miuch slower than one exposed freely in
solvent, where another reactant can access it to form a reaction complex. The effect of
temperature on the reaction kinetics is also different for reactions involving small
molecules versus those involving macromolecules. Specifically, reactions involving
macromolecules could involve significant changes in their conformation that in turn
could influence the reactivity of a specific reaction group. The structural effect on
macromolecular reactions has not been fully elucidated, in part because the structural
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..:....'..
changes in macromolecules such as proteins are difficult to characterize. The structural
changes can be classified into categories according to their relative magnitude:
1. Thermal motion - The energy change on the order of kT that results from
finite temperature fluctuations due to the fact that protein molecules can assume a large
number of nearly isoenergetic conformations, so called "conformational substates"(25).
2. Loss of partial/local structure - The energy changes greater than kT in which
local structure undergoes a significant change, such as loss of helical structure or local
denaturation.
3. Denaturation - A global structure change with much larger energy change
where many interactions contribute to the energy difference.
All these changes will have different effects on reaction kinetics depending on
where the specific reaction group is located.
Figure 3.10 is a hypothetic schematic showing the free energy versus some
reaction coordinate in the course of metbjinine oxidation. Depending on whether or not
a stable intermediate can form after the 9xidant molecule accesses the reaction site, two
situations are described. The origin of structural effects observed in experiments is
explained by a reaction barrier, the height of which depends on the location and micro-
environment within the protein structure. In the "oxidant-bound intermediate" model
depicted in Figure 3.10 (a), a stable intermediate, [P-S . O] is formed between protein P
with its thioether sulfur S in a methioniqe residue and oxidant molecule O. The protein
structure poses a free energy barrier to the formation of the intermediate [P-S' .O].
There might be multiple such barriers (ant drawn in the figure) between the initial state,
where oxidant molecules are free in solution and the final state, and where the stable
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intermediate is formed and ready for the reaction to take place. Blue curves describe
cases for methionine residue in short peptides, while black and red for the case when the
methionine residue is more or less buried, respectively. Alternatively, in the "non
oxidant-bound intermediate" model shown in Figure 3.10 (b), no stable intermediate is
required for the intrinsic reaction to occur for oxidation of methionine residues under the
influence of protein structure. Situations represented by (a) the "oxidant-bound
intermediate" model and (b) the "non oxidant-bbund intermediate" model in Figure 3.10
correspond to the phenomenological models, (a) and (b), respectively, in Figure 3.11.
4 Free Energy Free Energy I
A-"
P-S+O), [P-S..O] P-SO P-S+[O]aq P-S=O
Reaction Coordinate Reaction Coordinate
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Free energy diagram of oxidation of methionine residues. (a) The "oxidant-
bound intermediate" model (b) The "non oxidaiit-bound intermediate" model.










Figure 3.11: Phenomenological models that account for the influence of protein structure
on oxidation kinetics. S represents the sulfur site in methionine residues, O represents a
small molecule oxidizing reagent such as hydrogen peroxide, and S=O represents the
methionine sulfoxide bond formed in the oxidation process. (a) "oxidant-bound
intermediate" model (b) "non oxidant-bot nd intermediate" model (c) "effective oxidant
concentration" model.
3.4.3 Phenomenological models for the relationship between protein structure and
oxidation kinetics.
As mentioned before, the presence of conformational features for different
methionine residues results in the disparate oxidation rates, which are also quite different
from those in short peptides at a given temperature. Such phenomenological models can
account for the conformational influence on oxidation kinetics and therefore result in a
mechanistic description of the process. Three models are shown in Figure 3.11. In the
"oxidant-bound intermediate" model shown in Figure 3.11 (a), the oxidation proceeds
through an intermediate state which is a complex formed by the binding of oxidant O and
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protein after the oxidant molecule gets close f8 the sulfur site. Alternatively, the "non
oxidant-bound intermediate" model in (b) depicts the oxidation of sequestered
methionine residues in a protein with a complex structure requiring the local structural
changes. In the "effective oxidant conceritation" model shown in (c), the oxidant
concentration near the methionine site is not equlal to its bulk concentration, but rather an
effective concentration [O]eJf. Here, the eqiilibrium distribution of oxidant in- and
outside the local region of the protein is described by a Gibbs free energy, AG, much like
the preferential binding/exclusion Gibbs free eiiergy (25).
For the models above, one can obtaini the apparent second-order rate constants.
(See the Appendix for the detailed derivations.)
For the "oxidant-bound intermediate" model (a),
kit  1
r.11 = in e [O]0 ([I]+[N]) (3.8)[O] 1 + e O
For the "non oxidant-bound intermediate" model (b),
rva AG kij O]([A]+ [N]) (3.9)
l+e RT
For the "effective oxidant concentration" model (c),
rova,,I = (kinte R' )[O]o[N] (3.10)
Here, [X] denotes the concentration of species X with the subscript meaning
initial concentration (t=0), where X connotes O (oxidant), I (bound intermediate), N
(native protein), or A (unbound intermediate); kint is the intrinsic oxidation rate constant
of methionine when there is no structural effe t, or more specifically, the oxidation rate
constant of methionine residue in the short peptide, co is the concentration of the
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reference solution, taken to be 1 M, and AG is the standard state Gibbs free energy
change, with subscripts or superscript indicating different conditions, defined in the
Appendix.
Therefore, under the condition that the oxidant is in large excess, the reaction can
be considered to be pseudo-first order. Including structural effects decreases the apparent
rate constant, consistent with the experimental observation above (Table 3.1). In addition
to these observations, non-linear least-square fitting to three phenomenological models
was performed. The objective function is defined as
min (1 (lIn(k (T))-ln(kj,, ))2  (3.11)
t/f,ACP T
where kI,, is the experimental rate constant for methionine residue j at temperature Ti,
and kj(T) is the rate constant calculated from any model by substituting the Gibbs-
Helmholtz equation for the Gibbs energy of structure effect, i.e.,
T TAG= AH- T AH+ AC[T- T -- T log(T)] (3.12)
In the fitting, T, is fixed at the melting temperature, 600C, for rhG-CSF under the buffer
condition under which the oxidation experiments were performed. The results of the
least-square non-linear fit are shown in Figure 3.12 for each methionine residue. All
three models fit the rate constants measured reasonably well.
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Figure 3.12: Results of least-square-fit to the phenomenological models. (a) the
"oxidant-bound intermediate" model, (b) the "non oxidant-bound intermediate" model,
and (c) the "effective oxidant concentration" model correspond to those presented in
Figure 3.11 respectively. Lines across each set of data points represent the fit to the three
models.
To distinguish the models based 6n experimental kinetics data, the rate-
controlling process governing methionine oxidation needs to be identified. One difficulty
in doing so is the lack of known functional f6om for the changes in Gibbs free energy
associated with the structural effects. By fittifig the experimental data, one can choose
A C as any order of polynomial function of temperature to get an optimal degree of
agreement (in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.12, ACp was chosen as a linear function of
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temperature). However, this approach does not provide mechanistic insight. Such insight
could be obtained from molecular simulation, as in previous work (16, 20).
Table 3.5: Least square non-linear fit of model parameters
AH(local)(folding) (local) (folding)(kcal/mol) (kcal/ "C mol)
metl38 -22.7 -0.5
Model a metl27 -28.1 -0.7
metl22 -52.7 -1.2
metl38 -20.3 -0.5
Model b metl27 -26.7 -0.7
metl22 -52.3 -1.1
metl 38 -22.7 -0.5
Model c metl27 -28.1 -0.7
metl22 -52.7 -1.2
As shown in Figure 3.13, two different ways of plotting the data are used to reveal
the structural effect on the oxidation of methionine residues in rhG-CSF, based on, for
example, the "non oxidant-bound intermediate" model in Figure 3.11. We assume the
intrinsic oxidation rate constant ki,, in equation (9) to be that obtained from peptide
oxidation, that is
kint = kpeptides (3.13)
The following expression can be easily derived
k AG(1)
In( pepd 1) unf (3.14)
kappare~n RT
Therefore, by plotting In( pk pad -1) versus 1/T, the temperature dependence
kapparent
ofAG I can be obtained, i.e. AGI) as a function of T, shown in the left panel of Figure
3.13. In Figure 3.13 (b), the oxidation rate constant ratios of methionine residue in rhG-
CSF with its corresponding peptide are plotted with a scaled Gibbs free energy of
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denaturation. As the temperature increases, the oxidation rate ratios of the intact protein
and the corresponding peptides also increase and approach the ideal value of 1 (although
still much less than 1). Concomitantly, as the Gibbs free energy drops, the oxidation rate
ratio approaches zero, which is its value at the melting temperature.
i met2 C 0.3 *M12Tpep21
metl27 Ml2llap3
Figure 3.13: Comparative kinetic data between three short peptides and methioninep3
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Figure 3.13: Comparative kinetic data between three short peptides and methionine
residues in rhG-CSF. a) In( n 'ped, - 1) versus I IT for three methionine residues in rhG-
kapparent,
CSF. Solid lines represent fittings by equation (9) using parameters from Table 3.5. b)
Ratios of oxidation rate constants of methionine residue in rhG-CSF with its
corresponding peptide are plotted with a scaled Gibbs free energy of denaturation. Solid
lines represent fittings by equation (9) using parameters from Table 3.5 and fitting by
equation (7).
As temperature increases, the difference in the rate constants for oxidation of
corresponding methionine residues in peptides and in protein becomes smaller, since the
protein gradually loses its compact structure. At the point of thermal unfolding, the
methionine residue has essentially the same micro-environment as that in the peptide, and
the oxidation rate constants should become similar. Thus, we may consider the
convergence of the lines in Figure 3.9 at some higher temperature. However, clearly the
Arrhenius lines of Met 138 and Met 127 are almost parallel to the lines of their
corresponding peptides, and the line of Met 122 will intersect with that of pepl at a
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temperature (-220 'C) much higher than the melting temperature of rhG-CSF (-60'C).
Therefore, we hypothesize that near the mjelting temperature of rhG-CSF, the structural
effects are eliminated or at least minimized, and methionine oxidation kinetics will
exhibit non-Arrhenius behavior, deviating from these Arrhenius lines significantly.
Unfortunately, this is difficult to test experimentally for rhG-CSF due to the fact that
rhG-CSF has a great propensity to aggregate at temperatures approaching the thermal
melting temperature of 60'C.
The "non oxidant-bound intermediate" phenomenological model (b) can illustrate
the expectations described above. Parameters fitted from oxidation rate constants in the
experimental temperature range were used to extrapolate the Arrhenius lines to a
temperature range near T, and even beyond, as shown in Figure 3.14. Even though the
"non oxidant-bound intermediate" model can produce the expected behavior near T, and
beyond, there is some sacrifice in the fitting of experimental data, as quantified in Table
3.6.
Table 3.6: Comparisons of standard deviations calculated from Arrhenius equation versus
experimental rate constants and those calculated from model (b) versus those from
experiments
met138 met127 met122
std of In(k)-ln(k_arrhenius) 0.28 0.28 0.58
std of ln(k)-In(k_model b) 0.41 0.30 0.96
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between Arrhenius fit versus the "non oxidant-bound
intermediate" model fit. (a) Met 138 and pep3 (b) Met 127 and pep2 (c) Met 122 and
pepl (d) altogether. Dashed lines in (a), (b) aiid (c) represent the direct extrapolations of
Arrhenius lines for methionine residues in rhG-CSF. Curved lines represent the predicted
behavior by the "non oxidant-bound intermediate" model.
3.4.4 Analysis based on activation energy differences.
As shown in Table 3.2, there are statistically significant differences among the
activation energies. These differences are iypothesized to be the manifestation of
structural effects based on previous studies (16) in which it was concluded that without
structural hindrance on the accessibility of water molecules, there would be equal
activation barrier energies for all four metifionines in rhG-CSF when oxidized by
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taken, as an example, to account for the differences in activation energies among
methionine residues in rhG-CSF. Similar analyses can be done for the other models.
If one assumes that kimt follows the Arrhenius equation,k = Ae RT , where the





Notice that there are 2 limits for this apparent rate constant expression.
1. when -AG ) << RT, then
AE
kapparent =Ae RT (3.16)
2. when -AG, , >> RT
.unf apparnt
kapparent =Ae RT = Ae RT (3.17)
In both cases, the apparent reaction rate can be simplified to an Arrhenius
equation. In case 2, the apparent activation energy contains the contribution from the
local structural change. The activation energy difference between each methionine in
rhG-CSF and that in the corresponding p.eptide can be treated as the local folding free
energy. Actually this activation energy difference can be used to ascertain whether or not
the methionine oxidation is locally or globally dependent on structure with respect to
temperature, as follows:
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No structural dependefice, when -AG") << RT
Local structural dependence, when -AG2 - RT
Global structural dependence, when -AG' >> RT
As for methionine oxidation in rhG-CSF, it can be seen (in Table 3.2) that the
activation energy difference in Met 122 and Met 1 in rhG-CSF is at least 3 kcal/mol,
which is much larger than RT (0.549 kcal/moI - 0.659 kcal/mol) over the temperature
range tested (4 - 60 'C). Therefore, the latter extreme scenario is applicable in that the
oxidation of Met 122 in rhG-CSF has global structural dependence. However, Met 127
and Met 138 display intermediate values of activation energy difference, which may
imply that they have a local structural dependefice on the oxidation reaction.
The analysis above can not account f6r the unexpected smaller activation energy
of Met 1 in rhG-CSF. Perhaps the negative charge on the C-terminus impacts methionine
oxidation, based on the difference between Met 1 and free methionine and the other
methionine residues in rhG-CSF or peptides, where methionine residues are either
negatively charged or bonded to neighboring residues. The protonation states of both N-
terminus and C-terminus of methionine residie could affect the organization of water
network, which plays an essential role in oxidation kinetics (18, 26), and give rise to
differences in apparent Arrhenius parameters.
3.4.5 Implications for biochemistry.
To our knowledge, the dependence of chemical kinetics on temperature of the
general type of reaction studied in this work hls: not been previously published. There is
similar methionine oxidation work on the piotein IL1-RA (27). Others studied the
accessibility of cysteine residues in IL-1RA (28) and G-CSF and other proteins (29, 30).
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Still in general there has been difficulty in the characterization of the complex structure
of protein molecule and the structural effects on reaction rate. However, there are many
examples where the complex structure of protein molecules plays a similar and essential
role in chemical reactivity. Start & Stein (31) studied the alkylation of methionine
residues in ribonuclease A by iodoacetate or iodoacetamide and found that only at low
pH or in the presence of denaturant, rapid alkylation could occur. They also found that at
the condition when the protein is unfolded, the alkylation rates for different methionine
residues are nearly the same. This can be explained by the free energy barrier posed by
protein structure being too large to overcome unless the structure of protein molecules is
perturbed. An equivalent rate of reactivity at various sites within the unfolded protein
indicates that the intrinsic reaction barrier is similar for different methionines. As another
example, t-butyl hydrogen peroxide oxidizes methionine residues much slower than
hydrogen peroxide (32). Despite possible differences in oxidizing capability, t-butyl
hydrogen peroxide is larger in terms of molecular volume. This effectively increases the
energy barrier posed by protein structure and also destabilizes the intermediate state. Liu
et al. (33) found that testicular cytochrome c in the ferrous state has a slower oxidation
rate by hydrogen peroxide than its counterpart in somatic cells due to changes in protein
structure, as indicated by differing water patterns inside the protein structure and the
interactions between the heme group and its surrounding residues. The origin of this
difference is also expected to be explained in the framework of this study. In addition,
the model and theory developed here were also tested on another protein IL1-RA (27),
with which the only data of methionine oxidation rate constants as a function of
temperature could be found, and were confirmed for their applicability (data not shown).
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Experimentally measured rate constants can be fit with several plausible
phenomenological models, such as presented in this paper. However, it is difficult to
ascertain which model is correct due to the lack of knowledge about the structure
dynamic or equilibrium properties of a local r gion around methionine residues in the
complex structure of a protein molecule. A possible direction to obtain such information
can be intrinsic fluorescence by a substituting fryptophan residue at the methionine site.
The dynamics of local structure likely has a lairge influence on the reactivity and reaction
rate. The understanding of local structural m6tions will not only be crucial to studies like
methionine oxidation, but also can be applied to protein aggregation, ligand transport and
binding, and enzymatic catalysis.
The models developed here were aimed at the understanding the "dual" role that'
temperature plays in methionine oxidation in protein molecules, that is, how temperature
affects chemical kinetics intrinsically and affects protein conformation secondarily.
These models have some minimal requiremenits, such as a reasonable explanation of the
apparent Arrhenius behavior of oxidation of iiethionine residues in rhG-CSF over the
temperature range examined, and restorationi of the simple Arrhenius behavior when
protein structural effects become minimal at temperatures much higher than melting
temperature. Taking into account all of these requirements, the models are expected to
cover a wider range of temperature. In essence, the modeling presented in the paper puts
into proper context both the kinetics of oxidation and our understanding of protein
conformational changes by presenting mathematiically the physical basis of the oxidation
of methionine residues in proteins. Because ouir models have a physical basis, we expect
it to be generally applicable.
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3.4.6 Implications for pharmaceutical shelf-life prediction.
An important criterion for protein pharmaceutical formulations is stabilization
using an appropriate buffer, isoosmotic additives and other excipients under optimal
temperature and pH conditions. Since the desired shelf-life is typically 18-24 months and
degradation pathways such as oxidation usually occur very slowly over the course of that
timeframe, it is highly desirable to have a rapid shelf-life prediction method for screening
formulations. One way of accelerating oxidation is to elevate the temperature. Therefore,
development of a model to predict oxidation at low temperature using data at high
temperatures will facilitate predicting protein shelf-life. Quantifying the effect of protein
structure on chemical kinetics is a prerequisite for such prediction. One major
assumption with the model developed here is that the oxidation pathway using the
oxidizing chemical species (H20 2) among reactive oxygen species is similar to oxidation
in the absence of H20 2. Likewise, accelerated oxidation at higher temperature should be
predictive of oxidation at lower temperatures. In addition, the model does not capture
any other significant competing degradation pathways, such as aggregation, which is
inevitably problematic in the shelf-life studies at elevated temperatures above storage
temperature.
A critical unknown parameter in oxidation studies is the level of peroxides in the
formulation buffer. In Table 3.7, the amount of rhG-CSF degradation is shown at various
hydrogen peroxide levels (from micromolar to millimolar) and at different time lengths
(from 6-month to 24-month) in storage buffer. The estimation is based on the
experimental rate constants at a temperatyre 290 C from forced oxidation at which some
long-term experimental data is available. Peroxide levels of several micromolar matches
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experimental data reasonably well. This suggests that an accurate estimate of shelf-life
can be made using appropriate concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and active oxygen
species experimentally measured as inputs in addition to the kinetic data of accelerated
oxidation at high temperatures. Thus, forced oxidation studies at elevated storage
temperatures can guide rational formulation of protein pharmaceuticals against oxidative
degradation.
Table 3.7: Degradation of rhG-CSF (in percentaige) estimated from kinetic data at 29 0C,
10mM acetate buffer at pH 4.0
ime 6-month 12-month 24-month
M1 M138 M127 M122 M1 M138 M127 M122 M1 M138 M127 M122
Prediction 0.4pM 4% 1% 1% 0%. 8% 2% 2% 0% 16% 4% 3% 0%
from epM 10% 3% 2% 0% 20% 5% 4% 0% 35% 10% 7% 1%
measured hydrogen 10pM 66% 23% 18% 11% 89% 41% 32% 3% 99% 65% 54% 6%
rate constant peroxide 0.1mM 100% 93% 85% 13% 100% 99% 98% 25% 100% 100% 100% 44%
levels 1mM 100% 100% 100% 76% 100% 100% 100% 94% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Measuredb 0.19pM active oxygen 2.51.0% 2.6i1.4% 2.9t0.8%* 2.8i1.0%
"Sum of percentrage of oxidation of'both M127 and Met138
bLong-term experimental data provided by AMGEN, Inc., performed using a commercial formulation buffer
3.5 Conclusions
In this work, we studied the temperat&ie dependence of oxidation rate constants
of methionine residues in several chemically synthesized peptides and in recombinant
human granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (thG-CSF) by hydrogen peroxide (H202).
Experiments of the equilibrium denaturation of rhG-CSF also were conducted, and Gibbs
free energies of unfolding as a function of temperature were calculated based on
experimental data. We found significant variation among the oxidation rate constants for
different methionine residues in rhG-CSF and as a function of temperatures. The rate
constants for each methionine residue can be fit reasonably well according to the
Arrhenius equation. This suggests that degradation is governed by the intrinsic oxidation
reaction rather than a local conformational event having a complex temperature
dependence. We also found that if we assumne the existence of an additional activation
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free energy barrier due to the transport of the oxidant molecule H202, a more
complicated, non-Arrhenius equation ensues. However, this equation simplifies to the
Arrhenius equation under certain circumstances. We classified the methionine residues
in rhG-CSF according to the degree to which the protein structure affects oxidation
kinetics, i.e., no structural dependence, local structural dependence and global structural
dependence. Additionally, three models were developed to consider the structural effect
of protein molecules on the oxidation of methionine residues. We found these models
can fit the experimental data equally well. The "non oxidant-bound intermediate" model,
in particular, can produce the anticipated temperature dependence of rate constants near
the melting temperature and even beyond, when the influence of protein structure
becomes diminishingly small. However, the phenomenological models we considered
can not be distinguished based purely on phenomenological rate constant data. Trusted
local dynamical information such as that • which could be determined from molecular
simulations would be needed. An example was shown of the shelf-life prediction of
protein pharmaceuticals using the temperature dependence of oxidation rate and model
prediction matched stability data well.
3.6 Appendix
For the three phenomenological models shown in Figure 3.11, the overall rate
expressions can be obtained as follows.
In the "oxidant-bound intermediate" model (a), the elementary steps hypothesized
in the model are as follows:
O±NT kI
• . 1
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I k'" NO
in which the formation of the intermediate comnplex of the protein and oxidant is assumed
to be reversible. Furthermore the equilibrium of the first step can be expressed as
AG
[I] k, K e RT
[N][O] k_, t c(
where c"is the concentration of the reference solution, taken to be 1 M, and AG is the
standard state Gibbs free energy change.
Mass conservation:
[I]+ [N]+ [N] = [N]0  (3.19)
Rate expression:
d[NOJ
ror N = ki, [l]  (3.20)dt
So that




d[NO] k [N] -[NO] (3.22)
roverall - - k = AG(322)dt [ce
1+-
[0]
with the initial condition [NO]o=0, and when oxidant is in much large excess
[N]o << [0] = [O]o. Integration yields
- kilA t
[NO]=[N]o(1-e " ) (3.23)
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1+c 0
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kint  1[= ] i0 AG [O]0([I]+[N]) (3.25)
[O]1 c e0 1+C eRT
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For the "non oxidant-bound intermediate" model (b), the assumed elementary
steps hypothesized in the model are as follows:
N k, A
A+O rt >AO
If the structural change is very fast and in equilibrium, the intrinsic oxidation will
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kapparen .. i, (3.31)
1+e RT
For the "effective oxidant concentration" model (c), the oxidant concentration
near the methionine site is not equal to its btlk concentration, but rather an effective
concentration [Oeff. The equilibrium distribitions of oxidant inside and outside the
protein are described by a Gibbs free eiergy AG, much like the preferential
binding/exclusion Gibbs free energy, but used to describe the different distributions of
co-solute near protein surface and in bulk solvefit.
Therefore, concentrations of oxidant in bulk solvent [O]o and that near
methionine site have the equilibrium relationship
[o]
S= e RT (3.32)
Thus, the phenomenological oxidation rate becomes
rov .aI = k,[O],f[N]= (kg[O]0e RT )[N] (3.33)
Here AG contains the information of ptitein complex structure. Therefore, it can
be a complex function of temperature.
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Chapter 4. Molecular Mechanism df Hydrolysis of Peptide Bonds
at Neutral pH
4.1 Introduction
Covalent degradation of proteins can occur by a multitude of different
mechanisms, such as oxidation(1, 2), deamidation(3, 4), hydrolysis of peptide bonds on
the polypeptide backbone(5), and other degradations(6). Monoclonal antibodies, a
primary modality for biopharmaceuticals(7), have been reported by several different
groups to undergo non-enzymatic fragmentation in the hinge region(8-10). This finding
was identified mainly as the hydrolysis of several peptide bonds in the hinge. We believe
that understanding the underlying reaction miechanism, particularly from a molecular
perspective, will help to direct formulation devielopment and antibody engineering efforts
to minimize the extent of degradation in a rational and more efficient way. An example
of this approach is the discovery of water interactions as a key parameter in the oxidation
mechanism, which led to the formulation strategy of manipulating solvent accessibility to
control methionine oxidation(1).
There have been numerous experimental and computational studies on the
hydrolysis of peptide bonds in aqueous solutioins due to its important biological relevance.
To elucidate enzyme proficiencies in catalyzifig peptide bond hydrolysis, a number of
groups(5, 11-13) extensively characterized the reaction rates of hydrolysis of peptide
bonds. It was found that in general, the reaction rate at neutral pH is extremely slow,
with a half-time corresponding to hundreds of years. However, this reaction occurs much
faster in both acidic and basic conditions, as sWtdied by Smith et al(14). They extensively
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mapped the pH and concentration dependences of reaction rates for the hydrolytic
reaction of a peptide bond in N-(phenylacetyl)glycyl-D-valine (PAGV) and identified
three regimes of reaction mechanisms: an acid-catalyzed mechanism for pH<4 with a
first-order reaction rate in concentrations of both PAGV and H+, a base-catalyzed
mechanism for pH>10 with a first-order reaction rate in concentrations of both PAGV
and OH-, and a water-mediated mechanism for pH values in between with a first-order
reaction rate only in the concentration of PAGV.
A number of computational efforts(15-17) were devoted to understanding the
energetics of reactants, products, and intermediate species involved in the hydrolytic
reaction. However, these studies showed only a static picture of the reaction process.
Many other analyses included dynamic simulations. Stranton et al.(18) used combined
quantum mechanical and classical mechanical calculations to study the hydrolytic
reaction of peptide bonds catalyzed by trypsin in solution; free energies of the reaction
were reported. Zahn et al.(19-23) studied the hydrolytic reaction of N-MAA in various
solution conditions, namely acidic, basic and neutral pHs. In these ab initio calculations
of the potential of mean force, reaction poprdinates were assumed and the projection of
the free energy hyper-surface onto these coordinates was performed using constrained
molecular dynamics. However, the assumed reaction coordinates were never tested to
determine if they were the correct ones.
Even though the hydrolytic reaction occurs slowly at pH 4-10, hydrolysis of
therapeutic antibodies can be significant in physiological conditions during circulation or
within the formulation solution conditions over shelf-life. Cordoba et al.(9) reported a
several-percent hydrolytic degradation of residues in the hinge region of IgG1 antibody
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molecules over an incubation period of three months. Their study showed that the
hydrolysis of the polypeptide backbone could occur at multiple sites in the hinge to
varying extents. They also showed that the readction was non-enzymatic around neutral
pH. Using optimized reversed-phase methods coupled with mass spectrometry, Dillon et
al.(10) reached similar conclusions about the location and extent of hydrolytic cleavage
of peptide bonds in the hinge region for IgG2 antibodies. Furthermore, the resulting
fragments subsequently associated to form high molecular weight species via a clip-
mediated aggregation mechanism(24, 25), which can be the primary degradation pathway
at elevated temperatures for IgG2 antibodies. Thus, from a scientific and practical
standpoint, elucidation of the underlying mechanism of the hydrolytic reaction is
essential.
Distinct mechanisms of the hydrolytie reaction have been proposed in the
literature for different solution pHs. In both dicidic and basic conditions, the hydrolytic
reaction is accelerated by the protonation of the carbonyl oxygen or the addition of a
hydroxyl group onto the carbonyl carbon in the peptide bond, respectively. However,
under neutral pH conditions (with a pH range 4-10, for example, on a di-peptide model),
the hydrolytic reaction is extremely slow, havifig an exceptionally high reaction barrier of
27-30 kcal/mol, extrapolated from the experimienital data(9, 12, 14). We are interested in
this "neutral pH" range (pH 4-10) for therapettic proteins, since it represents the most
relevant pH conditions for formulation applications and physiological environment.
In this work, we study the hydrolytic reaction of a peptide bond using N-methyl
acetyl acrylamide (N-MAA) as a model compoiund, in which two methyl groups are the
minimal but computationally tractable constititints on the peptide bond -NH-CO-. Ab
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initio molecular dynamics simulations at finite temperature equipped with transition path
sampling (TPS)(26-28), likelihood maximization(29-31) and pB histogram analysis(28)
techniques were utilized to gain an understanding of the reaction mechanism, including
identification and verification of the reaction coordinate.
What we mean by the reaction coordinate here is a descriptor of the real physical
progress of the transition from the reactant state to the product state. The reaction
coordinate as defined has to be contrasted with order parameters, which serve mainly to
distinguish the two ending states. An order parameter (OP) is a quantity whose value can
be used to distinguish different thermodynamic states, for example, reactant or product
states, and crystalline, amorphous or liquid states. A reaction coordinate has to be an
order parameter, while the contrary is not necessarily true. Identification of the "correct"
reaction coordinate from a collection of order parameters is a very challenging problem,
especially when the transition is complex. However, the information about the "correct"
reaction coordinate is necessary when computing quantities of interest, such as free
energy barriers and reaction rate constants, from molecular simulations. Also, we believe
that the knowledge of the "correct" reaction coordinate, and hence the reaction
mechanism, can provide essential information on the molecular level for judicious
engineering of complex systems.
The committor probability p8 (x), which can be interpreted as the probability that a
trajectory initiated with Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed momenta at the configurational
vector x reaches the product state B before reaching the reactant state A, can be used to
best describe the mechanism of the transition during an activated process, thus serving as
the "true" reaction coordinate(32). As illustrated by Metzner et al.(33) and E et al.(34),
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various quantities involving pB(x), such as the probability current of reactive trajectories
and the average frequency of reactive trajectories, allow one to fully characterize the
statistical properties of the transition trajectoiies in the trajectory space, and thus to
compute quantities of interest such as reactioi rate constants. However, in general, the
pB(x) is costly to compute and is a function of the highly dimensional configurational
vector x; it provides no insight into the physical characteristics about the transition
dynamics. Therefore, approximations of ps(x) with a lower dimensional (preferably a
one-dimensional) descriptor, involving physical quantities such as bond lengths, dihedral
angles, bonding number(35), density fluctuation(36), etc., are required to describe the
transition process in providing essential physicil insights.
To our knowledge, we are the first t6 conduct this very detailed analysis of
complex chemical reactions in a condensed-matter system using path sampling
techniques combined with techniques for the determination of the reaction coordinate.
The approach can be directly applied to foher types of transitions in which direct
transition dynamics are infrequent and the tranitfion state is short-lived.
4.2 Overview
At finite temperatures, no single trariition trajectory, a series of points in the
phase-space connecting the reactant and prodiit states, can be used to describe the whole
reaction process due to thermal fluctuations. In trajectory space, each transition path is
associated with a statistical weight(28), confriibuting to the experimentally observed
transition process. It is therefore necessary to collect an ensemble of reactive trajectories
and calculate the probability distribution according to their statistical weights in order to
calculate quantities of interest that can be cofiipared with experiments. The technique
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that implements this as a Monte Carlo procedure in trajectory space is transition path
sampling (26-28)(TPS).
Transition path sampling is well-suited for studying transition processes that have
time-scale separation and exhibit a rough potential energy surface. Time-scale separation
is often the characteristic of activated processes, where two stable states, the reactant
state A and the product state B, are separated by a large free energy barrier. In rare
events, such as chemical reactions, formation of critical nuclei during crystallization
processes, and the protein-folding process, the time scale for the system to wander in the
valley of the stable states is much longer than the time scale in which the transition
dynamics occur. Therefore, a direct molecular simulation starting from a stable basin is
very computationally inefficient in collecting reactive trajectories. Another issue that
makes the study of rare events more complicated is the roughness of the potential energy
landscape. For systems in the gas phase, the potential energy surface has only a few
saddle points, which usually can be used tp sufficiently characterize the transition process.
In contrast, for rare events occurring in solution, the system of interest has a rugged
potential energy surface on which myriads of small energy barriers with heights of the
order of ksT, must be distinguished, with the true potential energy barrier often larger
than kBT. One way to circumvent the challenges posed by the timescale separation and
the roughness of the potential energy surface is to focus, as the TPS technique does, on
the dynamic bottleneck for the rare event which is defined as the transition state surface.
TPS starts with a pre-determined transition path connecting two stable states, and then by
making shooting and shifting moves in the trajectory space using a Monte Carlo
procedure, TPS can eventually lead to the true dynamics at transition states and an
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ensemble of physically meaningful pathways:. Eventually, complete reaction profiles,
transition states, free energies of reaction barrier, and reaction rates can be obtained.
The prerequisites to perform a transitiofi path sampling are two: 1) definitions of
two stable states and 2) an initial trajectory, or' a series of points in phase space, which
connect the two stable states. This initial trajectory may not be physical or at the same
condition as the one of interest. The most appealing feature of TPS is that no prior
knowledge about the reaction mechanism, the reaction coordinate and the transition state
is needed to begin with.
A more efficient sampling technique to explore the trajectory space is the aimless-
shooting algorithm (30, 31), a variant of the TPS algorithm. As verified in this work, it
has the advantage of having more decorrelatio in between successive trajectories than the
original version of TPS and thus can explore the trajectory space more quickly. The
detailed implementation of the algorithm can be found in Peters et al.(30, 31).
4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 System description.
A simulation setup very similar to Zahf's potential-of-mean-force calculations22
was chosen for our path sampling and analysis, but with a few important differences.
First we performed an equilibration MD simulaion by running long trajectories using the
classical CHARMM force field 37 under the ainbient temperature and pressure. This
simulation was done using the CHARMM package 38 under the NPT ensemble. The force
field parameters for N-MAA were taken from similar structures and the geometry of N-
MAA was fixed. The TIP3P force field parariiefers were used for the water molecules in
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the system. The final equilibrated system had one N-MAA and twenty-one water
molecules in a 12.27Ax8Ax8A simulation cell, as Figure 1 shows. We found that the
value of the water density in Zahn's studies was too high, while the water density values
used in these studies had correct value at the ambient temperature and pressure. Next,
long (-50 ps) constant-temperature MD trajectories were run with the C-O, the O-H, and
the N-H distances as shown in Figure 4.1 constrained in the Car-Parrinello molecular
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Figure 4.1: Simulation box (a) together with bond distances used to define basins of
stable states (b). In (c), atom labels used in the system are shown, to be used to refer to
the order parameters defined in this study.
4.3.2 Stable basin definitions.
Here three distances, the C-O distance, the O-H distance, and the N-H distance as
shown in Figure 4.1 are used to tell which stable state a particular configuration
corresponds to. Long molecular dynamics trajectories without any constraints/restraints
were run using CPMD to obtain the fluctuations in these bond distances, and then an
appropriate range was taken by computing the variances of bond distances in the stable
bond regions with adjustment such that in aimless shooting procedure, no returning back
to indeterminate region once the system reaches one stable basin (shown in Figure 4.2).
The mean values of these bond distances and thiir fluctuations are listed in Table 4.1, and
the choice of basin definitions is also given. The values of these bond distances are listed
as in Table 4.1.




0 1000 2000 3000
Time step
4000 5000 6000
Figure 4.2: Transition trajectory with the associated changes in the OP's of bond
distances.
Table 4.1: Ranges of bond distances in Figure 4.2 used for definitions of basins of stable
states. A configuration corresponds to a particular stable state (either reactant or product)
only when three bond distances are simultaneously within the specified ranges.
fluctuation definition
reactant product
mean std mean std
C-O dist(A) 1.40 0.04 (2.07, +0) [1.27, 1.58]
O-H dist(A) 0.98 0.05 [0.82, 1.14] (1.68,+o)
H-N dist(A) 1.03 0.08 (1.79, +0) [0.79, 1.26]
During our path sampling procedure, we did not observe any basin overlapping






C-N 1.23±0.03 01 C-O 1.41 +0.04
- N-H 1 .03±0.03
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4.3.3 Order parameters.
Order parameters were selected based oi quite extensive screening combined with
physical intuition into the reaction mechanism. More specifically, a systematic procedure
for including candidate OP's was used as follows. The set of candidate OP's includes
distances of all possible pairs within the system, cosine values of angles and dihedral
angles for all possible triplets and quadruplets, respectively, selected from all atoms
around the midpoint of C-N bond within 6.5A cutoff. The reason for using cosine values
of these angles and dihedral angles instead of their absolute values is to avoid possible
discontinuity when they take on values at the boundaries of their range. This procedure
generated up to a total of 3,241,875 candidate order parameters. Other types of OP's
used in previous studies, such as bonding number (35), density fluctuation (36), were not
considered here. Our consideration is that the exact reaction coordinate pB(r) is a
function of configuration vector only, and therefore, geometric quantities are enough to
describe the reaction dynamics if an suitable eiisemble is chosen at first. It should also be
noted that while coordination numbers may 6e better collective variables than specific
inter-atomic distances, the committment time fir this reaction is so short that there is no
permutation of the active water molecules durifig the reaction events. Exhaustive one OP
variable screening in likelihood maximizatiroi was done for this vast set of candidate
order parameters. Sooner a combinatorial problem arises even when going to two OP
variables situation. The workaround used in this studied will be discussed shortly.
4.3.4 Aimless shooting.
The aimless shooting algorithm, a modified version of transition path sampling, as
described by Peters and Trout (31, 39), MWas applied to harvest an ensemble of
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independent trajectories according to their statistical weight. As with the transition path
sampling method (27, 28, 40), aimless shooting requires 1) accurate definitions of the
basins of stable states and 2) an initial trajectory that connects the stable basins.
The first reactive trajectory was obtained by guessing a high potential energy
configuration with particular values of C-O, O-H and N-H bond distances. Then
constrained MD with - 2ps was carried out to relax all the other degrees of freedom in
the system to remove potential artifacts introduced when fixing these three distances.
Both forward and backward shooting trajectories from the equilibrated configuration
were then obtained with assigned velocities drawn from Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
Repeated shootings were done until a reactive initial trajectory was obtained since basins
of stable states were already defined. This resulting initial trajectory also provides some
information on how fast the transition dynamics takes place, based on which the
appropriate overall length of MD steps (-6.00 with a time step of 4 a.u.) can be derived.
Two-point version of aimless shooting has the following procedure. Two
configurations close to hypothesized transition state were selected from the initial
reactive trajectory and one of the two is chosen randomly from which forward and
backward half-trajectories were shot. Momenta for forward shooting are generated from
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with no net linear and angular momenta for the whole
system. Momenta for backward shooting were the reverse of those for forward shooting.
The two configurations have a time displacement At which is an adjustable parameter and
needs to be carefully set. If the forward and backward half-trajectories combine to give a
reactive trajectory, this new trajectory is accepted and the two configurations with a time
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displacement At to the previous shooting poiiit was recorded as a new two-point from
which the shooting procedure is repeated.
As described by Beckham et al. (39), time displacement At has to be chosen
appropriately to yield an acceptance ratio betwveen 40%-60%. If it is too large, the
algorithm tends to go too far away from the transition-state region leading to a low
acceptance rate with many consecutive unaccepted trajectories; if it is too small, the
aimless shooting algorithm will be very inefficient in exploring shooting point
configuration space and therefore more trajectories and needed to obtain a good
approximation to the reaction coordinate. For chemical reaction in which bond breaking
and forming steps are involved, At is expected to be smaller than more diffusive systems,
since transitions driven by strong interactions are short in terms of transition duration.
Dynamic trajectories were collected using the CPMD package (38) in the NVT
ensemble. A time step of 4 a.u. (- 0.1 fs) and an electron fictitious mass of 400 a.u. were
used. A chain of four Nose-Hoover thermostats were used to control temperature at 300
K. The molecular orbitals were described by a plane wave basis with an energy cutoff of
70 Ry. Vanderbuilt pseudopotentials and BLYP density functionals were used. We
found selecting from two points, x.At, or x+A, is sufficient to sample the transition state
ensemble and that is what we did in this study.
In the aimless shooting procedure, the irajectory length is set to be as short as
possible in order to save computational time, resulting in the possibility of generating
inconclusive trajectories, which have at least odnie end point in forward and backward half-
trajectories does not lie in any basin of stable state. A half-trajectory step of 600 was
found to maintain the level of inconclusive trajectories at or below 10%. A time
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displacement, At, of 15 a.u. is chosen to yield an acceptance rate of 44.7%. 1660
trajectories were collected for later analysis.
In order to know how efficiently the trajectory space was sampled, autocorrelation
function was computed to describe how dependent successive trajectories are. The
configurations of shooting points in the aimless shooting procedure form an ordered
series, which can be treated as a time series. Each configuration which leads to a reactive
trajectory (meaning the next shooting step was a shifting) was aligned with a reference
configuration by a best-fit procedure on the reaction core part (N-MAA and the two
attaching water molecules). Then C-O distance (no need to align) and the root-mean-
square-deviation of the reaction core part were calculated, followed with the calculation
of normalized autocorrelation function calculation. As shown in Figure 4.3, both
descriptors tell that essentially no memory exists in the following shooting trajectory.
The fact that aimless shooting has much more decorrelation was presumably because of
the complete renewal of momenta in each MC move in exploring the trajectory space.
dc-) ncautocorrelt o tion onn see y tr js in reactive treja
0.8 0.8
06.
-A 0. -- -
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 5 10 15 20 25 10
Rective tajectory Munberiig Ractive traject y utbcinn
Figure 4.3: Autocorrelation function to .describe the dependence of successive shooting
moves in aimless shooting.
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4.3.5 Likelihood maximization.
As described in Peters and Trout (30); the reaction coordinate, r, is modeled as a
linear combination of candidate OP's, denoted as q, with ao through am as adjustable
coefficients:
r(q)= ao + ak qk (4.1)
k-l
It is noted that the choice of linear colmibination is for convenience purpose only,
and a non-linear reaction coordinate expressioiin ould be chosen.
The model for the committor probability p(r) was chosen to be
p, (r) = [1+ tafih(r)]/ 2 (4.2)
This committor probability model was tsed to maximize the likelihood function
with respect to the set of coefficients oa's (i=0, ... , m)
L(f)= .pB('k). r[1-pB(k)] (4.3)
only using outcomes of forward half-trajectfiries. In principle, if an ensemble of
candidate OP's are proposed, the maximizatioi of likelihood (3) should be performed
over all combinations of OP's to determine the best reaction coordinate according to the
models of Equations 1 and 2. However, when the set of candidate OP's is large,
combinatorial problem arises for exhaustive screening of the best reaction coordinate.
One is forced to reduce the size of the set ot candidate OP's when the number of OP
variables m increases. One choice for doing this is to do one OP variable exhaustive
screening and use the best OP's for higher m searching, as was used in this study. For the
best approximate reaction coordinate, the app oximate transition state iso-surface can be
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obtained by setting pB(r) = 1/2. This occurs at r = 0, so setting r(q) = 0 defines the
approximate transition state iso-surface.
As informed by other examples such as alanine-dipeptide (36), very complex
reaction coordinate might be involved in our system. In order not be biased by any
assumption about which OP's are important, an exhaustive but systematic approach was
taken to find the best reaction coordinate model in likelihood maximization. Over 3
million candidate OP's were screened individually first. In order to tackle the
algorithmic complexity problem in higher dimensional (d>l) likelihood maximization,
the following systematic approach was adopted. Basically, it assumes that important
OP's previously screened based on likelihood scores will also be important in comprising
reaction coordinate models in high dimensions. It starts with best m one-dimensional
OP's. Then in each round for d dimepsional optimization, every best ranked d-1
dimensional result is supplemented with every best m one-dimensional OP to give a d
dimensional model. Then only n best d dimensional results are retained for d+1
dimensional screening. This way, each round roughly has m*n optimization problems to
solve.
4.3.6 Uncertainty analysis in likelihood maximization.
The criterion to discriminate different reaction coordinate models r(q) is the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (31), which equals log(N)/2 where N is the number
of accepted trajectories in aimless shooting. If the difference in two log-likelihood scores
is greater than BIC, the reaction coordinate model having a higher log-likelihood score is
superior in describing the transition process; while on the other hand, if the difference in
two log-likelihood scores is within BIGC, the two reaction coordinate models are
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indistinguishable, at least from the data collected. However, due to finite sampling, there
is statistical uncertainty present in the estimate of likelihood score in (3) (30).
(o2 (lnL) = PB(£k()[1 -PB (k )in PB(k) - ln[1 - PB (k )]}2 (4.4)
Xk
where the sum is over all shooting points each bf which is a pB-realization.
4.3.7 Reaction coordinate validation.
After the likelihood maximization to generate an approximation to reaction
coordinate, its correctness must be checked. This can be done by computing the estimate
of the probability of reaching product basin (Pis from the predicted transition state region
obtained in likelihood maximization as commonly referred as a committor distribution
analysis, or pB histogram computation 27. In thiis procedure, independent configurations
are generated which all satisfy the predicted transition state. Then a number of
trajectories are initiated with the momenta drawin from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
from these configurations and the estimate ofp values for these configuration can thus
be obtained. Then a histogram of the number of configurations versus PB values can be
constructed.
For complex reaction coordinate like the ones used in this study, generating
independent configurations for pB histogram cminputation can be done efficiently by the
BOLAS algorithm (41). First, shooting points' vere examined and several of them were
selected close to the predicted transition state region, as defined by r(q) = 0 in Equation
1. Very short trajectories are fired randomly from each initial configuration and the
endpoints are evaluated to determine if they are within a narrow window on the transition
state iso-surface. If so, this configuration is accepted and becomes the next shooting
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point. This process is repeated until an adequate number of configurations is generated
from which to shoot reactive trajectories to build a p8 histogram.
To construct the histogram, trajectories are shot from each configuration with a
length corresponding to half the length of a reactive trajectory. The endpoints of the
trajectories are evaluated and a histogram is constructed of the probability of reaching
basin B from the predicted transition state isosurface. The basin definitions for
constructing the PB histograms correspond to the same basin definitions used for the
reactant and product basins in the aimless shooting simulations. An adequate
approximation to the true reaction coordinate will yield a histogram that is sharply
peaked at PB = 0.5 (28). Additionally, one can make a quantitative comparison of the
histogram to the binomial distribution, which will have a mean value, t = 0.50 with a
standard deviation, a = 0.050.
The trajectories for the generation of new configurations are -10 fs or 100 MD
steps long, and the endpoint window width at r = 0 is constrained within a range of ±-1%
of the total configuration space sampled, as measured by Ar. For each histogram
assembled in this study, 20 shooting points are collected. From each configuration
collected, 20 trajectories are shot, corresponding to approximately 400 trajectories for
each histogram. The trajectory length for calculating pB values is -60 fs or 600 MD steps,
which is half the length of the reactive trajectories in the aimless shooting simulations,
again resulting in a low rate of inconclusive paths.
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4.4 Results and Discussions
4.4.1 Initial trajectory.
As mentioned previously, an initial reactive trajectory was obtained by first
running long equilibration MD when fixing postulated bond distances of C-O, O-H and
N-H labeled in Figure 4.1 in order to remove potential artifacts when using constraints.
Then repeated forward and backward shootings were tried until the two half-trajectories
combined to yield a reactive trajectory. Figure 4.2 shows the how bond distances change
in this particular trajectory, together with extefided sampling in the stable states in order
to see how these bond distances fluctuate. It is clear that the transition dynamics has a
time scale - 1000 MD steps. This provides a 6asis for choosing the MD steps in aimless
shooting procedure to reach the compromise of efficiency and minimal number of
inconclusive trajectories.
4.4.2 Trajectory characteristics.
Snapshots from a typical reactive trajectory shows what happens during the
transition as shown for the reaction core part in Figure 4.4, and for the whole system
together with the changes in the fleeting hydrogen bond network in Figure 4.5. As shown
in Figure 4.4, most of the trajectories collected showed the hydrolysis proceed in a
concerted fashion, i.e., two proton transfer process and C-O bond formation occur
simultaneously instead of forming any long-iived intermediate species (compared with
Zahn's (21)). In all of the reactive trajectories collected, C-N bond breaking was
observed to produce the final hydrolyzed proditct, a methylamine molecule and an acetic
acid molecule, both in their non-ionized forms due to neutral pH condition. In Figure 4.5,
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significant change in the hydrogen-bond pattern close to the reaction core can be seen,




dHN= 1.05 d =1.43
*41~
Figure 4.4: Key snapshots describing the reaction process. Only three water were shown
for clarity. The overall trajectory is 120,0 MD steps, during which complete hydrolysis
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0 0 o
do
coordinate models in each dimensions up to six-dimension are listed. In addition, one OP
variable best reaction coordinate models are als6 pictorially shown in Figure 4.7. Based
on likelihood scores, it is much better in describing the hydrolysis reaction in the
statistical sense of likelihood maximization iian the order parameter of the distance
between O(13)-C(26), which was used in the calculation of potential-of-mean-force for
the rate-limiting step of the hydrolysis of N-MAA at neutral pH. As more OP's used in
the linear combination expression of reaction coordinate model in (1), higher and higher
log-likelihood scores were obtained, suggestin g a complex reaction mechanism involving
many physical degrees of freedom. In our approximation scheme for likelihood
.. ..... ....... .. ... . . ...  ....
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maximization procedure when including more OP variables in the reaction coordinate
models, log-likelihood score achieved to be within BIC criterion up to five-dimension,
implying a convergent result.
Table 4.2: Likelihood maximization results for N=1650 aimless shooting paths, with a
BIC=1og(N/2)=3.704. The order parameters (OP's) have the following meaning: d(nl,n2) is
the distance between atom number n1 and n2, a(nl,n2, n3) is the angle comprised of atom
number n1, n2 and n3, phi(nl,n2, n3,n4) is the dihedral angle comprised of atom number nl,
n2, n3 and n4. The column a's gives the vector a=(ao, al, ..., a,) corresponding to reduced
and normalized OP qi e[0, 1i.
Number
of OP Likelihood




phi(016-04-06-H56) -917.579 -0.973, 3.033
phi(016-06-C23-H56) -919.482 1.744,-2.759
phi(013-06-H27-H56) -923.036 2.156,-3.236
phi(C26-H37-H42-H6) -925.344 -1.218, 3.361
d(013-C26)a -1111.496 0.264,-0.146
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), phi(H31-H56-H75-H43) -846.562 0.880,-2.711, 1.976
a(O1 3-H29-H56), d(C26-O15- H75-H54) -849.811 0.495,-2.509, 1.856
2b  phi(C25-01-C26-H56), d(01 3-H56) -850.537 0.622,-2.506, 2.051
d(H54-H55), d(012-H.6) -852.926 0.182, 2.405,-2.613
a(O13-H29-H56), d(H54-H55) -853.336 0.179,-2.344, 2.178
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), phi(H31-H56-H75-H43), -819.826 1.423,-2.201,
phi(H54-019-H56-H5 ) -819.826 1.708,-1.223
d(013-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25-01-C26- -823.649 -0.584, 1.960,
H56) 1.417,-1.785
a(013-H29-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(H45-019- -824.471 -0.244,-2.137,
3b H39-H56) 1.758, 1.367
a(O13-H29-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(H45-06- -824.819 0.996,-1.949,
H39-H56) 1.780,-1.497
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), d(H31-H5.6-H75-H43), 825.253 0.426,-2.391,
phi(013-H28-H42-H56) 1.503, 1.312
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), d(012-H56), d(H54- -826.484 1.337,-1.657,-
H55) 2.101, 1.654
4b  phi(C25-01-C26-H56), phi(H52-C6-H74-H56), -810.862 -0.940,-1.663,d(H54-H55), d(013-H56) 1.445, 1.230, 1.437
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), phi(013-06-N23-H56), -812.480 0.836,-1.862,-
phi(H31-H56-H75-H43), d(H54-H55) 1.259, 1.362, 1.154
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), phi(H31-H56-H75-H43), -0.283,-1.983,
phi(O13-H28-H42-H56), d(54-H55) -813.420 1.383, 1.197, 0.980
phi(C25-01 -C26-H56), phi( H52-06-H74-H56), 0.443,-1.540,
phi(H54-H55), phi(012-H56) 1.460, 1.381,-1.515
a(013-H29-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(O5-O22- -813.873 0.313,-1.578,
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H54-H56), phi(C25-01-C26-H56) 1.313, 1.345,-1.421
a(013-H29-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C.25-O1- -814.044 1.586,-1.667,
C26-H56), phi(H45-06-H39-H56) 1.416,-1.088,-1.256
-2.891, 2.991,d(013-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25--C26- -803.535 1.547,-1 6 5
H56), a(013-03-H56), phi(H52-06-H74-H56) 1.693, 1.593
-2.547693, 3.704593
d(013-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25-01-C26- -803.849 -2.547, 3.704,
H56), a(013-03-H56), phi(O13-H42-H56-C26) 2.804,-1.397
-4.160, 3.982,
5b  d(013-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25-01O 26- -804.279 1.672,-1.766,
H56), a(013-03-H56), phi(011-06-H74-H56) 2.896, 1.48
phi(C25-01 -C26-H56), phi(H31 -H56-H75-H43), 1.347,-2.342,
phi(H54-019-H56-H55), phi(N23-05-H52-H54), -804.847 1.966,-1.327,
phi(011-H56-H71-H27) 1.277,-1.201
d(0i3-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25-01-C26- -2.901, 3.186,
-805.091 1.575,-1.756,H56), a(013-03-H56), phi(H27-H37-H56-H42) 1.937, 1.101
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), phi(H31-H56-H75-H43), 2.125,-2.284,
phi(H54-019-H56-H55), phi(C23-05-H$2-H54), -800.130 2.024,-1.308,
phi(011-H56-H71 -H27), phi(H47-06-H'62-H56) 1.280,-1.754,-0.922
d(013-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25-01-C26- -4.310, 3.512,
H56), a(013-03-H56), phi(O11-06-H74-H56), -800.176 1.541,-1.784,
phi(H41-022-H54-H56) 2.830, 1.498, 0.942
phi(C25-01-C26-H56), phi(H31-H56-H75-H43), 1013,-2.307
phi(H54-019-H56-H55), phi(C23-05-H52-H54), -800.222 1.787,-1.038,
phi(011-H56-H71-H27), phi(13-H28-H42-240,0.7506 H56)
d(013-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25-01-C26- -2.814, 3.930,
H56), a(013-03-H56), phi(013-H42-H56-C26), -800.317 1.761,-1.489,
phi(C26-020-H33-H56) 3.042,-1.160,-0.695
a(013-H29-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C2.5-01- 0.292,-1.320,
C26-H56), phi(013-H42-H56-C26), phi(H45- -800.362 1.738,-1.528,-
019-H39-H56), phi(07-H39-H56-019) 1.391, 1.262, 0.956
d(013-H56), d(H54-H55), phi(C25-01C26- -4.511, 3.786,
H56), a(013-03-H56), phi(011-06-H74-H56), -800.397 1.592,-1.784,
phi(05-H22-H54-H56) 3.067, 1.403, 0.768
aThis order parameter was used in previous p*otential-of-mean-force calculation (21)
bResults in higher-dimensional likelihood maximization, with m=100, n=100. Convergence was
achieved at dimerision d=5.
The pB(r) model given in Equation (4.2) is uised to calculate the likelihood function as
shown in Equation (4.3). The correspondifig models for the 1-dimensional reaction
coordinate approximations are shown for both systems. The OPs in the expression for r
are provided on a normalized basis such that qi e [0, 1].
The reaction coordinate models for b6th the best three-dimension and the five-
dimension were checked against the aimless shooting data, as shown in Figure 4.6. All
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accepted shooting points for which the forward and backward shootings led to a
conclusive trajectory were used to construct two histograms of the reaction coordinate
determined from likelihood maximization. The two histograms were based on only on
the half-trajectories of the forward shooting from each accepted shooting point whether it
ends in reactant basin or in product basin. Then pB(r) data values in Figure 4.6 were
computed as the ratio
p, (r) Idata,i th bin (4.5)
NP , +NJB,
where NAi and NB.i stands for the number of shooting points giving the reaction
coordinate model value in i th bin that led to forward shooting half-trajectory ends in A,
or B respectively. Thus, the comparison pf model vs. data provides a measure of how
well aimless shooting collects information about transition paths and shooting points, as
well as how good likelihood maximization is calculated. In Figure 4.6, one can see that
both reaction coordinate models give satisfactory fit to the aimless shooting data.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of ps(r) model vs. aimless shooting data. Here half trajectory
pB(r) model was used, i.e. pB(r)=[ l+tanh(r)]/2. Note that the error bars appear on the
model, not the data. The error bars show how far shooting point data should deviate from
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the probabilities ps(r) for a perfect reaction coordinate model. (a) 3-OP variable reaction
coordinate model (b) 5-OP variable reaction coodidinate model.
Best id: phi(13 26 35 56) Best id: phi(13 26 35 56) phi(16 4 6 56)
LS=-913.613464 LS=-913.613464 LS=-917.577820
phi(16 6 23 56) phi(13 6 27 56) phi(26 37 42 56)
LS=-919.483276 LS=-923.037537 LS=-925.346375
Figure 4.7: Illustration of best ranked one-OP variable OP's in the likelihood
maximization procedure. The OP is given as a dihedral among quadruple atoms (denoted
as phi(atom_indexl, atom_index 2, atom_i ndex_3, atom index_4), or as an angle
among triple atoms (denoted as a(atom_index_1, atom_index_2, atom index 3), or as a
bond distance between pair atoms (denoted as d(atom_index_l, atom_index_2). The
associated likelihood scores (LS) are also given. One observation is that almost all these
best ranked involves the hydrogen atom indexed as 56:H.
Using equation shown in (4), the statistical uncertainty in the log-likelihood score
was computed with the collection of accepted shooting points to be o2(lnL)= 14.86 and
o2(InL)= 12.60 for best three-dimensional and five-dimensional reaction coordinate
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model respectively. These values provide reasonable confidence in our log-likelihood
score value (42).
Figure 4.8 showed the OP's which comprising the best reaction coordinate model
with five OP variables. These include the local bonding pattern changes, such as proton
H56 being transferred between the two attacking water molecules, and the newly formed
N23-H54 bond. They also reflect some influence of the solute N-MAA itself on the
reaction dynamics, such as the dihedral angle between C25-O1-C26-H56. Solvent
degrees of freedom in affecting reaction dynamics are also needed, as seen by the
presence of an angle 013-03-H56, and a dihedral angle H52-06-H75-H56. The
inclusion of both local OP's close to the reaction center and the OP's describing the
solvent networks suggests the importance of solvent in determining reaction dynamics.
d(13 56) d(54 55)
.a(13 3 56)
phi(25 1 26 56) phi(52 6 74 56)phi(52 6 74 56)
Figure 4.8: Illustration of constituent OP's in the best 5-OP variable reaction coordinate
model. Naming of these OP's is the same as in Figure 4.7.
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4.4.4 Reaction coordinate validation.
Four pB histograms were computed using the method described above. These
include using the C-O distance reaction cooridinate model, the best one-dimensional
reaction coordinate model, the best two-dimensional reaction coordinate model, and the
best five-dimensional reaction coordinate model. The results are shown in Figure 4.9.
The poor description of the reaction process by the C-O distance reaction coordinate
model can be seen in this PB histogram, since its distribution is very skewed. Both the
best one-dimensional reaction coordinate model and the best two-dimensional model
show inferior histogram than the best five-dimensional reaction coordinate model.
0 .4 -- ............. ............,.  .. . . .. . ... .. .. .. .. 0 1.. . ,. .. .. . .. .   ,.... . .. ... .. ..
0.3 0.3
01 0.1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
P, P8
(a) (b)





0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 ,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9
P, PB
(c) (d)
Figure 4.9: Committor probability histogram tising C(26)-0(13) as reaction coordinate
model (a), best one-OP variable reaction cdoordinate model (b), best two-OP variable
reaction coordinate model (c) and best five-OP variable reaction coordinate model (d),
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compared with binomial distribution (re.d line). Quantification of means and standard
deviations for these histograms following the procedure in Peters (42) is shown in Table
4.3.
Table 4.3: Maximal likelihood estimates for means and standard deviations in the pa




best one-OP variaIle 0.550 0.034
best two-OP variable 0.575 0.031
best five-OP variable 0.525 0.024
binomial distribution 0.500 0.025
ideal P(Ps) 0.500 0.000
4.5 Summary and conclusions
In this study, the mechanism of hydrolysis reaction of peptide bond at neutral pH
was studied using a model compound N-.MAA. Due to fluctuations at finite temperature,
path sampling method was used to generate an ensemble of trajectories according to their
statistical weight in trajectory space. Ab initio molecular dynamics technique was
applied to advance the time evolution of the reaction and collect trajectories. Likelihood
maximization and its modification were Ysed in extracting physically important degrees
of freedom in the system and approximations of the reaction coordinate were compared.
It was found that this hydrolysis reaction is very complex in nature, and involves many
degrees of freedom. The specific conclusions obtained in our study are:
* Hydrolysis of N-MAA at neutral pH occurs in a concerted fashion; no stable
or long-lived intermediate was found in our path sampling simulations.
* Likelihood maximization procedure was extended to screen higher
dimensional reaction coordinate models, and within BIC, a reaction
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coordinate with five constituent ge6inetric variables was found to be the best
in describing the path ensemble we generated.
* In the best reaction coordinate modl, both geometric quantities which reflect
bond making and breaking dynafiics, and those which reflect the solvent
network changes, are included, stiggesting a complicated reaction involving
many degrees of freedom.
* Several PB histograms were coniluted to verify the results of likelihood
maximization, and the quantified goodness of these best-ranked reaction
coordinate models is in accord with the their respective likelihood score.
The technique of likelihood maximization is a very powerful statistical tool in
determining a reaction mechanism, especially when it is complex. However, new
problems arise when the set of candidate 6rder parameters is large, such as the
combinatorial problem in exhaustive screenifig for the best reaction coordinate model.
This study provides an approach to carrying out a curtailed optimization procedure to
determine the reaction coordinate. Even thoigh it may be difficult to relate a concise
physical picture with the likelihood maxinmization using many OP's, as far as pB
histogram and the calculation of quantities df interest such as free energy profile and
reaction rates concern, this improvement has its advantage.
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Chapter 5. Molecular Mechanism of Acid-Catalyzed Hydrolysis of
N-MAA
5.1 Introduction
Chemical stability of peptide bond in protein molecules is essential for life, as
well as for the applications of protein pharmaceutics. Recombinant protein molecules
can have chemical degradation pathways such as oxidation (1, 2), deamidation,
hydrolysis of peptide bond on the protein backbone and etc (3). Monoclonal antibody
molecules (4), as a very promising class of bio-pharmaceutics, have been reported by
several different groups to undergo non-enzyiatic fragmentation in the hinge region (5-
8). This was identified mainly as the hydrolysis of several peptide bonds in the hinge.
We believe that understanding of the underlyiiig reaction mechanism particularly from a
molecular perspective will help to minimize the extent of degradation in a rational and
more efficient way. Examples of this approach include manipulating solvent accessibility
to control methionine oxidation after identifyinig that water exposure is a key parameter
in the oxidation process (1).
There has been a good deal of expeiiliental and computational studies on the
hydrolysis of peptide bond in aqueous solutioi due to its important biological relevance.
Spurred by the interest in understanding the enizyme proficiencies in catalyzing peptide
bond hydrolysis, a number of groups (9-12) extensively measured the reaction rates of
hydrolysis of peptide bonds. It was found that in general, the reaction rate at neutral pH
is extremely slow, with a half-time correspon'ding to hundreds of years. However, this
reaction occurs much faster in both acidic arid basic conditions, as carefully studied by
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Smith et al. (13). They extensively studied the pH and concentration dependences of
reaction rates for the hydrolysis reaction of a peptide bond in N-(phenylacetyl)glycyl-D-
valine (PAGV), and identified three regimes of reaction mechanisms: acid catalyzed
mechanism for pH<4 with a reaction rate first-order in both concentrations of PAGV and
of H , base catalyzed mechanism for plj>10 with a reaction rate first-order both in
concentrations of PAGV and of OH, and water mediated mechanism for pH values in
between with a reaction rate first-order only in the concentration of PAGV. It was found
that in general, the reaction rate under acidic pH condition is tens of thousands times
faster when compared with the situation under neutral pH, reaction rate.
A number of computational efforts (14-16) were devoted to understanding the
energetics of both stable and intermediate species involved in the hydrolysis reaction.
However, these studies showed only a static picture of the reaction process. Stranton et
al. (17) used combined quantum mechanical and classical mechanical calculations to
study the hydrolysis reaction of peptide bonds catalyzed by trypsin in solution and free
energies of reaction were reported. Zahn et al. and Zahn (18-22) studied the hydrolysis
reaction of N-MAA in various solution conditions, namely acidic, basic and neutral pH.
In these ab initio calculations of the potential of mean force, reaction coordinates were
assumed and the projection of the free energy hyper-surface onto these coordinates was
performed using constrained molecular dynamics.
Even though the hydrolysis reaction occurs slowly, the importance of its
occurrence became evident when it was found in the formulation studies of antibody
pharmaceutics. Cordoba et al. (6) reported several percent hydrolytic degradation of
residues in the hinge region of IGG-1 antibody molecules over an incubation period of
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three months. Their study showed the hydrolysis could occur at different peptide bonds
in the hinge with variable extent of degradation. They also showed that the reaction was
un-catalyzed around neutral pH or slightly acidic pH condition. Dillon et al. (7, 8)
developed new analytical techniques, and reached similar conclusions about the location
and extent of hydrolytic cleavage of peptide boids in hinge region. Thus it is practically
interesting to understand the underlying mechanism of hydrolysis reaction in both acidic
and neutral pH conditions, since most antibody molecules are found to attain their most
stability under these conditions (23).
Different mechanisms of the hydrolysis reaction have been proposed in the
literature for different solution pH conditions. in acidic condition, as shown in Figure 5.1,
the hydrolysis reaction is accelerated by the protonation of carbonyl oxygen (10),
followed by a water-assisted H20 attack on the resulting O-protonated amide to yield a
tetrahedral intermediate II. This is the rate-limiting step as confirmed by careful
experiments of solvent kinetic isotope effects. (10) Following the formation of the
tetrahedral intermediate, a proton is installed by another water molecule on the amide
nitrogen to form another intermediate 12, and C-N cleavage ensues with formation of un-
protonated carboxylic acid and an amine.
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Figure 5.1: The acid-catalyzed pathway of hydrolysis reaction of peptide bond (10).
Only the rate limiting step is studied in this paper. I1 and 12 are the two meta-stable
intermediates.
In Chapter 4 and this chapter, we studied the hydrolysis reaction of peptide bond
under both acidic and neutral pH conditions by using a model compound N-methyl acetyl
acrylamide (N-MAA), in which two methyl groups are the minimal but computationally
reasonable constituents on the peptide bond -NH-CO-. Ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations at finite temperature equipped together with transition path sampling (TPS)
(24-26), likelihood maximization (27-29) and pB histogram analysis (26) techniques were
carried out to gain understanding of the reaction mechanism, including identification and
verification of reaction coordinate. This work aims at addressing the identification of
reaction coordinate in the rate-determining step, i.e., the formation of intermediate I1 in
the acid-catalyzed pathway of hydrolysis reaction.
What we mean by reaction coordinate here is a descriptor of the real physical
progress of the transition from the reactant state to the product state. This has to be
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contrasted with order parameters, which serve miainly to distinguish the two ending states.
An order parameter is a quantity whose value can be used to distinguish different
thermodynamic states, examples like reactant or product states, and crystalline,
amorphous or liquid states. A reaction coordifiate has to be an order parameter; while the
contrary is not necessarily true. Identification of the "correct" reaction coordinate from a
collection of potential order parameters is a very challenging problem, especially when
the transition is complex. However, the information of "correct" reaction coordinate is
necessary when computing quantities of most of our interest, such as free energy barriers
and reaction rate constants from molecular simulations. Also we believe that the
knowledge of the "correct" reaction coordinaie, and hence the reaction mechanism, can
provide essential molecular level insight for judicious engineering of complex systems.
5.2 Overview
At finite temperature, no single transition trajectory connecting the reactant and
product states can be used to describe the whole reaction process due to thermal
fluctuation. In trajectory space, each transition path is associated with a statistical weight
(26), contributing to the experimentally observed transition process. It is therefore
necessary to collect an ensemble of reactive trajectories and calculate the probability
distribution according to their statistical weight in order to calculate quantities of interest
that can be compared with experiments. The te hnique that implements this Monte Carlo
procedure in trajectory space is transition path sampling (24-26).
Transition path sampling is well-suitable for studying transition process which has
time-scale separation. In rare events, the time Scale for the system to wander in the valley
of stable states is much longer than the time ii which the transition dynamics take place.
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Therefore, direct molecular simulation starting from a stable basin is very inefficient in
collecting reactive trajectories. TPS starts with a pre-determined transition path
connecting two stable states, and then by doing shooting and shifting moves in trajectory
space using a monte carlo procedure, can eventually lead to the true dynamics at
transition states and an ensemble of physically meaningful pathways. Eventually,
complete reaction profiles, transition states, barrier free energies, and reaction rates can
be obtained.
The prerequisites to perform a transition path sampling are 1) an initial trajectory
in phase space (no need to be physical) and 2) definitions of two stable states. The most




A very similar simulation setup to Zahn's potential of mean force calculations (21)
was chosen for our path sampling and analysis, but with a few important differences.
Firstly we performed equilibration MD by running long trajectories using classical
CHARMM force field under ambient temperature and pressure. This was done using the
CHARMM package (30) under the NPT ensemble. Force field parameters for N-MAA
were taken from similar structures and its geometry was fixed. TIP3P force field
parameters were used for water in the system and ChARMM force field was used for HCI.
In the final equilibrated system, our 12.49Ax9Ax9A simulation cell is comprised of 31
water molecules, one N-MAA, and one HCl in order to provide an acidic solution
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condition, as shown in Figure 5.2. We found the value of water density in Zahn's studies
is too high, while ours has the correct value at ambient temperature and pressure. Next,
long (~50 ps) constant-temperature MD steps were performed with the 01-H1, the C-0 1,
and the H1-02 distances as shown in as shown in Figure 5.2 constrained in Car-
Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) using CPMD package (31) in order to equilibrate
other degrees of freedom.
0~
Figure 5.2: Simulation box (a) together
stable states (b). In (c), atom labels used
the order parameters defined in this study.
with bond distances used to define basins of
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5.3.2 Stable basin definitions.
Here three distances, the 01-HI distance, the C-01 distance, and the H 1-02
distance as shown in as shown in Figure 5.2 are used to tell which stable state a particular
configuration corresponds to. Long molecular dynamics trajectories (- 5ps) without any
constraints/restraints were run using CPMD to obtain the fluctuations in these bond
distances, and then an appropriate range was taken by computing the variances of bond
distances in the stable bond regions with adjustment such that in aimless shooting
procedure, no returning back to indeterminate region once the system reaches one stable
basin (shown in Figure 5.3). The mean values of these bond distances and their
fluctuations are listed in Table 5.1, and the choice of basin definitions is also given.
01-H1 -
C-01 -------
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Time Step (1000 steps = 0.0967 fs)
Figure 5.3: Transition trajectory with the associated changes in the OP's of bond
distances. The distances are d(O1-H1), d(C-O 1), and d(H1-02), corresponding to d(02-
H46), d(C36-01), and d(H46-03), respectively.
Table 5.1: Ranges of bond distances in Figure 5.2 used for definitions of basins of stable
states. A configuration corresponds to a particular stable state (either reactant or product)
only when three bond distances are simultaneously within the specified ranges.
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mean std meanr std
01-HI dist(A) 1.00 0.04
01-C dist(A) 1.40 0.08
H1-02 dist(A) 1.00 0.03
During our path sampling procedure, vwe did not




[0.88, 1.12] (1.62, +o)
(2.14,+-o) [1.28, 1.64]
(1.62, +oo) [0.88, 1.12]
observe any basin overlapping
both the reactant and product
5.3.3 Order parameters.
Order parameters were selected based oit quite extensive screening combined with
physical intuition into the reaction mechanism. More specifically, a systematic procedure
for including candidate OP's was used as follows. The set of candidate OP's includes
distances of all possible pairs within the system, cosine values of angles and dihedral
angles for all possible triplets and quadruplets, respectively, selected from all atoms
around the midpoint of C-N bond within 7.5A cutoff. The reason for using cosine values
of these angles and dihedral angles instead of their absolute values is to avoid possible
discontinuity when they take on values at the boundaries of their range. This procedure
generated up to a total of 5,349,859 candidai order parameters. Other types of OP's
used in previous studies, such as bonding number (32), density fluctuation (33), were not
considered here. Our consideration is that the exact reaction coordinate pB(r) is a
function of configuration vector only, and thertefore, geometric quantities are enough to
describe the reaction dynamics if an suitable ensemble is chosen at first. It should also be
noted that while coordination numbers may be better collective variables than specific
inter-atomic distances, the committment time for this reaction is so short that there is no
permutation of the active water molecules during the reaction events. Exhaustive one-OP
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variable screening in likelihood maximization was done for this vast set of candidate
order parameters. Sooner a combinatorial problem arises even when going to two OP
variables situation. The workaround used in this studied will be discussed shortly.
5.3.4 Aimless shooting.
The aimless shooting algorithm, a modified version of transition path sampling, as
described by Peters and Trout (28, 29), was applied to harvest an ensemble of
independent trajectories according to their statistical weight. As with the transition path
sampling method (24-26), aimless shooting requires 1) accurate definitions of the basins
of stable states and 2) an initial trajectory .that connects the stable basins.
The first reactive trajectory was obtained by guessing a high potential energy
configuration with particular values of 0.2-H46, C36-01, and H46-03 bond distances.
Then constrained MD with - 5ps was carried out to relax all the other degrees of freedom
in the system to remove potential artifacts introduced when fixing these three distances.
Both forward and backward shooting trajectories from the equilibrated configuration
were then obtained with assigned velocities drawn from Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
Repeated shootings were done until a reactive initial trajectory was obtained since basins
of stable states were already defined. This resulting initial trajectory also provides some
information on how fast the transition dynamics takes place, based on which the
appropriate overall length of MD steps (-~2000 with a time step of 4 a.u.) can be derived.
Two-point version of aimless shooting has the following procedure. Two
configurations close to hypothesized transition state were selected from the initial
reactive trajectory and one of the two is chosen randomly from which forward and
backward half-trajectories were shot. Momenta for forward shooting are generated from
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a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with no net linear and angular momenta for the whole
system. Momenta for backward shooting were the reverse of those for forward shooting.
The two configurations have a time displacemeit At which is an adjustable parameter and
needs to be carefully set. If the forward and bekward half-trajectories combine to give a
reactive trajectory, this new trajectory is accepted and the two configurations with a time
displacement At to the previous shooting poiit was recorded as a new two-point from
which the shooting procedure is repeated.
As described by Beckham et al. (34), time displacement At has to be chosen
appropriately to yield an acceptance ratio between 40%-60%. If it is too large, the
algorithm tends to go too far away from the transition-state region leading to a low
acceptance rate with many consecutive unaeepted trajectories; if it is too small, the
aimless shooting algorithm will be very ifnefficient in exploring shooting point
configuration space and therefore more trajectories and needed to obtain a good
approximation to the reaction coordinate. For chemical reaction in which bond breaking
and forming steps are involved, At is expected to be smaller than more diffusive systems,
since transitions driven by strong interactions de short in terms of transition duration.
Dynamic trajectories were collected usiing the CPMD package (31) in the NVT
ensemble. A time step of 4 a.u. (- 0.1 fs) and ai electron fictitious mass of 400 a.u. were
used. A chain of four Nose-Hoover thermostats were used to control temperature at 298
K. The molecular orbitals were described by a plane wave basis with an energy cutoff of
70 Ry. Vanderbuilt pseudopotentials and BLYP density functionals were used. We
found selecting from two points, x-at, or x+A: is sufficient to sample the transition state
ensemble and that is what we did in this study.
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In the aimless shooting procedure, the trajectory length is set to be as short as
possible in order to save computational time, resulting in the possibility of generating
inconclusive trajectories, which have at least one end point in forward and backward half-
trajectories does not lie in any basin of stable state. A half-trajectory step of 2000 was
found to maintain the level of inconclusive trajectories at or below 10%. A time
displacement, At, of 25 a.u. is chosen to yield an acceptance rate of 48.2%. 1836
trajectories were collected for later analysis.
As proved in our companion work on the hydrolysis reaction of peptide bond in
neutral pH, we expect the trajectories collected by aimless shooting algorithm have much
de-correlation, and therefore can explore the trajectory space quite efficiently.
5.3.5 Likelihood maximization.
As described in Peters and Trout (28), the reaction coordinate, r, is modeled as a
linear combination of candidate OP's, denoted as q, with ao through am as adjustable
coefficients:
r(q) = .0 +  akqk (5.1)
k=1
It is noted that the choice of linear combination is for convenience purpose only, and a
non-linear reaction coordinate expression .could be chosen.
The model for the committor probability pg(r) was chosen to be
p,(r) = [ + tanh(r)]/2 (5.2)
This committor probability model was used to maximize the likelihood function with
respect to the set of coefficients ai's (i-0, ... , m)
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L(d) = 'p,(k) [1 - p (Xk)] (5.3)
only using outcomes of forward half-trajectries. In principle, if an ensemble of
candidate OP's are proposed, the maximization of likelihood (3) should be performed
over all combinations of OP's to determine thd best reaction coordinate according to the
models of Equations 1 and 2. However, when the set of candidate OP's is large,
combinatorial problem arises for exhaustive sereening of the best reaction coordinate.
One is forced to reduce the size of the set df eandidate OP's when the number of OP
variables m increases. One choice for doing ihis is to do one OP variable exhaustive
screening and use the best OP's for higher m searching, as was used in this study. For the
best approximate reaction coordinate, the approximate transition state iso-surface can be
obtained by setting pB(r) = 1/2. This occurs at r = 0, so setting r(q) = 0 defines the
approximate transition state iso-surface.
As informed by other examples such as alanine-dipeptide (33), very complex
reaction coordinate might be involved in our system. In order not be biased by any
assumption about which OP's are important, a.n exhaustive but systematic approach was
taken to find the best reaction coordinate rnidel in likelihood maximization. Over 5
million candidate OP's were screened indi idually first. In order to tackle the
algorithmic complexity problem in higher diiensional (d>l) likelihood maximization,
the following systematic approach was adopt&d. Basically, it assumes that important
OP's previously screened based on likelihood scores will also be important in comprising
reaction coordinate models in high dimensions. As shown in Figure 5.6, it starts with best
m one-dimensional OP's. Then in each round fdr d dimensional optimization, every best
ranked d-1 dimensional result is supplemented with every best m one-dimensional OP to
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give a d dimensional model. Then only m best d dimensional results are retained for d+J
dimensional screening. This way, each round roughly has m*m optimization problems to
solve.
5.3.6 Reaction coordinate validation.
After the likelihood maximization to generate an approximation to reaction
coordinate, its correctness must be checked. This can be done by computing the estimate
of the probability of reaching product basin (ps) from the predicted transition state region
obtained in likelihood maximization as commonly referred as a committor distribution
analysis, or pB histogram computation27. In this procedure, independent configurations
are generated which all satisfy the predicted transition state. Then a number of
trajectories are initiated with the momenta drawn from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
from these configurations and the estimate of PB values for these configuration can thus
be obtained. Then a histogram of the number of configurations versus pB values can be
constructed.
For complex reaction coordinate like the ones used in this study, generating
independent configurations for pB histogram computation can be done efficiently by the
BOLAS algorithm (35). First, shooting points were examined and several of them were
selected close to the predicted transition state region, as defined by r(q) = 0 in Equation
1. Very short trajectories are fired randomly from each initial configuration and the
endpoints are evaluated to determine if they are within a narrow window on the transition
state iso-surface. If so, this configuration is accepted and becomes the next shooting
point. This process is repeated until an adequate number of configurations is generated
from which to shoot reactive trajectories to build a pa histogram.
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To construct the histogram, trajectories are shot from each configuration with a
length corresponding to half the length of a 6eactive trajectory. The endpoints of the
trajectories are evaluated and a histogram is constructed of the probability of reaching
basin B from the predicted transition stat& isosurface. The basin definitions for
constructing the pB histograms correspond to the same basin definitions used for the
reactant and product basins in the aimless shooting simulations. An adequate
approximation to the true reaction coordinate' will yield a histogram that is sharply
peaked at pB = 0.5 (26). Additionally, one can make a quantitative comparison of the
histogram to the binomial distribution, which Wiill have a mean value, jA = 0.50 with a
standard deviation, a = 0.050.
The trajectories for the generation of new configurations are -5 fs or 50 MD steps
long, and the endpoint window width at r = 0 is' constrained within a range of ±1% of the
total configuration space sampled, as measured by Ar. For each histogram assembled in
this study, 20 shooting points are collected. From each configuration collected, 20
trajectories are shot, corresponding to approxifinaitely 400 trajectories for each histogram.
The trajectory length for calculating pB values is -200 fs or 2000 MD steps, which is half
the length of the reactive trajectories in the aihiless shooting simulations, again resulting
in a low rate of inconclusive paths.
5.4 Results and Discussions
5.4.1 Initial trajectory.
As mentioned previously, an initial reactive trajectory was obtained by first
running long equilibration MD when fixing pdstulated bond distances of 02-H46, C36-
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01, and H46-03 labeled in Figure 5.2 ip order to remove potential artifacts when using
constraints. Then repeated forward and backward shootings were tried until the two half-
trajectories combined to yield a reactive trajectory. Figure 5.3 shows the how bond
distances change in this particular trajectory, together with extended sampling in the
stable states in order to see how these bond distances fluctuate. It is clear that the bond
distances in stable states compare well w.ith known experimental values, and that the
transition dynamics has a time scale - 4000 MD steps. This provides a basis for
choosing the MD steps in aimless shooting procedure to reach the compromise of
efficiency and minimal number of inconcusive trajectories.
5.4.2 Trajectory characteristics.
Snapshots from a typical reactive trajectory shows what happens during the
transition as shown for the reaction core part in Figure 5.4. Most of the trajectories
collected showed the rate-determining step of hydrolysis proceeds in a concerted fashion,
i.e., one proton transfer process between two nearby water molecules and C-O bond
formation occur simultaneously. The initial step of protonation of carbonyl oxygen of the
peptide bond was also observed in some trajectories, in agreement with the conclusion
that this initial step does not lead to a stable intermediate.
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Figure 5.4: Key snapshots describing the rate-determining step in acid-catalyzed
hydrolysis pathway. Only three water molecules are shown for clarity. The overall
trajectory is 4000 MD steps, during which the formation of intermediate 11 occurs. C-O
bond formation and a proton transfer step are concerted.
5.4.3 Statistics of trajectory ensemble.
In Figure 5.5, the total number of four different types of trajectories is plotted
against trajectory index recorded in the aimless shooting procedure. Type 1 and 2
trajectories are reactive, since they connect both" reactant and product states; while type 3
and type 4 are rejected shooting moves. As fequired in configurational Monte Carlo
sampling, the acceptance ratio, defined as the ratio of the number of reactive trajectories
to that of total, should be around 40%-50% for both efficiency and sampling speed in
exploring trajectory space. As just stated, our choice of At yielded 44.8% acceptance
ratio, which is rather good. It is expected in the aimless shooting algorithm, the number
of trajectories of type 1 at any point in the accumulation of trajectory ensemble should be
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approximately equal to type 2 due to random nature of assigning initial shooting
velocities, as is case in Figure 5.5. One also expects the number of trajectories of type 3
should be approximately equal to 4 if the trajectory space was sufficiently explored
during the aimless shooting procedure. I-Lere, more product side of transition state region
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Figure 5.5: Accumulation of four different types of trajectories in the procedure of
aimless shooting for acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of peptide bond. These types are: forward
half trajectory having reached (reactant) ;basin A and backward half trajectory having
reached (product) basin B (type 1), forward half trajectory having reached basin B and
backward half trajectory having reached basin A (type 2), both forward and backward
half trajectories having reached basin A (type 3), both forward and backward half
trajectories having reached basin B (type 4).
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No
Figure 5.6: Flowchart showing how likelihood maximization was carried out when more
OP variables are included in comprising a kC model. Essentially every iteration for
more than two OP variable RC model screened approximately m*m models.
5.4.4 Likelihood maximization.
The results of likelihood maximizati6 i are shown in Table 5.2. A few best
reaction coordinate models with different number of OP variables up to five are listed. In
addition, one-OP variable best reaction coordiiate models are also pictorially shown in
Figure 5.8. Based on likelihood scores, it is imuch better in describing the hydrolysis
reaction in the statistical sense of likelihood maximization than the order parameter of the
distance between O(2)-C(36), which was used in the calculation of potential-of-mean-
Combine m best 1-d
OP's with m best d-dim
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force for the rate-limiting step of the hydrolysis of N-MAA under acidic pH condition
(21). As more OP's used in the linear combination expression of reaction coordinate
model in (1), higher and higher log-likelihood scores were obtained, suggesting a
complex reaction mechanism involving many physical degrees of freedom. In our
approximation scheme for likelihood maximization procedure when including more OP
variables in the reaction coordinate models, log-likelihood score achieved to be within
BIC criterion up to three-OP variable, implying a convergent result.
Table 5.2: Likelihood maximization results for N=1836 aimless shooting paths, with a
BIC=1og(N/2)=3.758. The order parameters (OP's) have the following meaning: d(nl,n2) is
the distance between atom number n1 and n2, a(nl,n2, n3) is the angle comprised of atom
number n1, n2 and n3, phi(nl,n2, n3,n4) is the dihedral angle comprised of atom number nl,
n2, n3 and n4. The column a's gives the veitor a=(ao, a, ..., a) corresponding to reduced
and normalized OP qj e[0, 1].
Number
of OP Likelihood










a(O22-O24-H46), phi(02-O20-82-H46) -1041.097 1.149
phi(O2-020-H82-H46), d(02?-H46) -1041.910 1.176,-1.191,-1.470
-0.308, 1.397,-2 a(O22-H89-H46), phi(02-020-H82-H46) -1042.756 1.143
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phi(O15-H46-H105-H55), d(022-H46), -1035.572 0.537, 0.798,-
phi(02-020-H82-H46) 1.189,-0.877
a(022-024-H46), phi(02-020-H82-H46),
phi(H80-025-H46-H106), phi(H46-025-H106- -1032.876 1.053, 5.913, 5.4901.053, 5.913, 5.490H80)
a(022-H106-H46), d(O22-H46);,. -1033518 0.196,1.120,-
phi(02-020-H82-H46), phi(O3-O25-H75-H46) 1.398,-1.071, 0.676
phi(015-H46-H105-H55), d(022-H4.6) -1033.568 0.863, 1.138,-
phi(02-020-H82-H46), phi(03-020-025-H46) 1.478,-0.994,-0.560
4 phi(O15-H46-H105-H55), d(022-H46),
phi(02-020-H82-H46), phi(022-015-H75- -1033.700 1.720,-0.441, 0.9391.720,-0.990, 0.737H46)
phi(O15-H46-H105-H55), d(022-H.46), -1033.739 0.408, 0.950,-
phi(02-020-H82-H46), phi(022-O1 5-0 17-H46) 1.901,-0.954, 0.910
a(022-024-H46), phi(02-020-H82-H46), -5.897,1.147,-
phi(H80-025-H46-H106), phi(H46-025-H106- -1032.876 1.053, 5.913, 5.4901.053, 5.913, 5.490H80)
aThis order parameter was used in previous potential-of-mean-force calculation(21).
The reaction coordinate models for both the RC models with best two-OP variable
and the three-OP variable were checked againist the aimless shooting data, as shown in
Figure 5.7. All accepted shooting points for which the forward and backward shootings
led to a conclusive trajectory were used to construct two histograms of the reaction
coordinate determined from likelihood maximization. The two histograms were based on
only on the half-trajectories of the forward shooting from each accepted shooting point
whether it ends in reactant basin or in product basin. Then pB(r) data values in Figure 5.6
were computed as the ratio
N
pB (r) dlaai th bin N (5.4)
f4.i+ N/1,z
where N f.i and NfBi stands for the number of shooting points giving the reaction
coordinate model value in i th bin that led to forward shooting half-trajectory ends in A,
or B respectively. Thus, the comparison of miodel vs. data provides a measure of how
well aimless shooting collects information about transition paths and shooting points, as
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well as how good likelihood maximization is calculated. In Figure 5.7, one can see that
both reaction coordinate models give satisfactory fit to the aimless shooting data.
---------- - -- - - -- -o Model
* Data








- -------------  - ---- ---------- - --
---. .
0 Data
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
Reaction coordinate(r) Reaction coordinate(r)
Figure 5.7: Comparison of ps(r) model vs. aimless shooting data. Here half trajectory
pB(r) model(28) was used, i.e. pB(r)=[ l+tanh(r)]/2. Note that the error bars appear on the
model, not the data. The error bars show h'w far shooting point data should deviate from
the probabilities pB(r) for a perfect reaction coordinate model. (a) two-OP variable
reaction coordinate model (b) three-OP variable reaction coordinate model.
Using equation shown in (4), the statistical uncertainty in the log-likelihood score
was computed with the collection of accepted shooting points to be a2(lnL)= 15.33 and
C2(lnL)= 14.60 for best RC models with two- and three-OP variable respectively. These
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0
Best Id: phi(22 15 20 46) phi(22 15 20 46)
LS=-1062.010254062.010254 phi(46 25 75 93)
LS=-1065.467041
phi(22 25 34 46) phi(22 17 24 46) phi(22 6 70 46)
LS=-1 066.496338 LS=-1066.691040 LS=-1 068.820068
Figure 5.8: Illustration of best ranked one-dimensional OP's in the likelihood
maximization procedure. The OP is given as a dihedral among quadruple atoms (denoted
as phi(atom_index_l, atom_index 2, atom_index_3, atom index 4), or as an angle
among triple atoms (denoted as a(atom_index_ , atom_index_2, atom_index_3), or as a
bond distance between pair atoms (denoted as d(atom index_l, atom_index_2). The
associated likelihood scores (LS) are also given. One observation is that almost all these
best ranked involves the hydrogen atom indexed as 46:H.
Figure 5.9 showed the OP's which compi.rising the best reaction coordinate model
with three OP variables. Similar to our study on the hydrolysis reaction under neutral pH,
these OP's include the local bonding pattern changes, such as proton H46 being
transferred between the two water molecules, namely the O22-H46 distance. Solvent
degrees of freedom in affecting reaction dynamics are also needed, as seen by the
presence of two dihedral angles phi(015-H46-H 105-H55) and phi(02-020-H82-H46).
The inclusion of both local OP's close to the reaction center and the OP's describing the
solvent networks suggests the importance of silvent in determining reaction dynamics.
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phi(15 46 105 55)
d(22 46)
4
phi(2 20 82 46)
Figure 5.9: Illustration of constituent OP's in the best 3-OP variable RC model. Naming
of these OP's is the same as in Figure 5.8.
5.4.5 Reaction coordinate validation.
Four ps histograms were computed using the method described above. These
include using the C36-02 distance reaction coordinate model, the best one-, two-, and
three-OP variable RC model. The results are shown in Figure 5.10. The poor description
of the reaction process by the C-O distance RC model can be seen in this pB histogram,
since its distribution is very skewed. Both the best one- and the best two-OP variable RC
models show inferior histogram than the best three-OP variable RC model.
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Figure 5.10: Committor probability histogram using C(36)-O(2) as reaction coordinate
model (a), best one-OP variable reaction coordinate model (b), best two-OP variable
reaction coordinate model (c) and best three-OP variable reaction coordinate model (d),
compared with binomial distribution (red line). Quantification of means and standard
deviations for these histograms following the procedure in Peters(36) is shown in Table
5.3.
5.5 Summary and conclusions
In this study, the mechanism of the rate-determining step of hydrolysis reaction of
peptide bond under acidic pH condition was studied using a model compound N-MAA.
Due to fluctuations at finite temperature, path sampling method was used to generate an
ensemble of trajectories according to their statistical weight in trajectory space. Ab initio
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molecular dynamics technique was applied to advance the time evolution of the reaction
and collect trajectories. Likelihood maximization and its modification were used in
extracting physically important degrees of freedom in the system and approximations of
the reaction coordinate were compared. It was found that this hydrolysis reaction is very
complex in nature, and involves many degrees of freedom. The specific conclusions
obtained in our study are:
* Rate-determining step of the hydrolysis reaction of N-MAA under acidic pH
occurs in a concerted fashion; a stable intermediate was found to be the final
state in our path sampling simpulations.
* Likelihood maximization procedure was extended to screen RC models with
more OP variable, and within BIC, a reaction coordinate with three
constituent geometric variables was found to be the best in describing the
path ensemble we generated.
* In the best RC model, both geometric quantities which reflect bonding pattern
changes, and those which reflect the solvent network changes, are included,
suggesting a complicated reaction involving many degrees of freedom.
* Several PB histograms were computed to verify the results of likelihood
maximization, and the quantified goodness of these best-ranked reaction
coordinate models is in accord with the their respective likelihood score.
Table 5.3: Maximal likelihood estimates for means and standard deviations in the pB




best one-OP variable 0.590 0.042
best two-OP variable 0.595 0.040
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best three-OP variable 0.550 0.023
binomial distribution 0.500 0.025
ideal P(P) 0.500 0.000
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Chapter 6. A Coarse-grained Model of Peptide Bond Hydrolysis
in Antibody
6.1 Introduction
The chemical stability of peptide Ponds in protein molecules is essential for life,
as well as for the applications of protein pharmaceutics. Recombinant protein molecules
can have chemical degradation pathways such as oxidation (1, 2), deamidation,
hydrolysis of peptide bond on the protein backbone, etc (3). Monoclonal antibody
molecules (4), as a very promising class of bio-pharmaceutics, have been reported by
several different groups to undergo non-enzymatic fragmentation in the hinge region (5-
8). This was identified mainly as the hydrolysis of several peptide bonds in the hinge
region. We believe that understanding of the underlying reaction mechanism particularly
from a molecular perspective will help to minimize the extent of degradation in a rational
and more efficient way. Examples of this approach include manipulating solvent
accessibility to control methionine oxidation after identifying that water exposure is a key
parameter in the oxidation process (1).
Under normal conditions without enzymatic activity, the hydrolysis reaction of
peptide bonds is very slow, with a half-life on the order of hundreds of years (9).
However, the rate of this reaction increases by several orders of magnitude when solution
pH changes, either in lower or higher pHI's (10). Cordoba et al. (6) observed several
percent hydrolytic degradation of residues in the hinge region of IgG-1 antibody
molecules over an incubation period of several months. Their study showed the
hydrolysis could occur at different peptide bonds in the hinge with a variable extent of
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degradation. They also showed that the reaction was un-catalyzed around neutral pH or
slightly acidic pH conditions. Dillon et al. (7, 8) developed new analytical techniques,
and reached similar conclusions about the locifion and extent of hydrolytic cleavage of
peptide bonds in hinge region. Thus it is piractically interesting to understand the
underlying mechanism of enhanced hydrolysis reaction in both acidic and neutral pH
conditions, since most antibody therapeutics are formulated under these conditions (11).
Genetically modified human antibody fiolecules are often produced in simpler
microorganisms such as Escherichia coli or Siccharomyces cerevisiae by recombinant
protein technologies, and are formulated in pafti:cular solutions in order to maximize their
chemical and physical stability. Antibody mblecules have a special structure, which is
crucial for their biological function. Figure 6.1 shows a crystal structure of human IgG1
b12, obtained by Saphire et. al. (12). An antibody molecule is comprised of two heavy
chains with identical amino acid sequences, as well as two light chains that also have
identical amino acid sequences. Even though in terms of sequence the two heavy and
two light chains are the same, their atomic co6rdinates in the crystal structure are highly
asymmetric. A key part of the structure of the antibody molecule is the peptide segment
between the CHl and the CH2 domains, the hlifige region, which connects both the Fab
fragments and the Fc fragment. The hinge region is highly susceptible to attack by
proteases, giving rise to Fab, F(ab') 2, and Fc fragments. A number of studies (11, 13-19)
have shown the importance of the hinge region in terms of antibody biological function
and its stability. For example, Tan et al. (18) and Dall'Acqua et al. (19) studied the
effects of length and composition of the hinge region on the segmental flexibility, and its
various biological activities.
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Figure 6.1: The crystal structure of human IgG-1 b12 (12) (a) and one of its hinge
fragments (b).
In explaining their finding of the occurrence of un-catalyzed hydrolysis of peptide
bonds in the hinge region, Cordoba et al. (6) speculated that the local flexibility of the
hinge region may lower the activation energy needed for hydrolytic cleavage. But
exactly how this is achieved was not detailed in their study. In this work, two approaches
with detailed molecular and coarse-grained modeling were pursued with the goal of
identifying the cause of the higher rate of hydrolysis in the hinge region, based on two
hypotheses. One hypothesis is that the local solvent accessibility may be higher for the
more flexible hinge region, resulting in its higher rate of hydrolytic cleavage. Our
approach to test this hypothesis is to find whether the dynamics and structural features of
the hinge fragment in the antibody are significant compared with a free hinge in order to
have a correlation with the higher hydrolysis rates. The other hypothesis is that the hinge
region as a weak link connecting the denser and more modular Fab and Fc domains is
constrained to assume different configurations than a free hinge fragment, and it may
experience net pulling forces over a time scale which is much longer than the intrinsic
hydrolysis reaction time, ultimately resulting in the higher rate of hydrolysis. We tested
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our hypothesis by obtaining the forces in the reaction coordinate direction from a
classical molecular dynamics trajectory, and computing the resulting reaction rate
constant when subjecting to these forces to see whether it is larger than without the forces.
Considering the special arrangement of globular and bulkier Fc and Fab parts with
respect to the hinge region, the second hypothesis to explain the higher rate of hydrolysis
of peptide bonds in the hinge region is proposed based on mechano-chemical phenomena.
Mechano-chemistry, as reviewed by Beyer (20), involves the activation of covalent bonds
by the presence of an external mechanical force. Recently, mechanical means was also
used to bias the reaction pathways to generate products not obtainable from thermal or
light-induced reactions (21). Our hypothesis states that due to the random movement of
the Fc and Fab parts of antibody molecule, ptilling forces exerted on the hinge fragment
by such concerted motion result in the higher rate of breakage of peptide bonds in the
hinge region.
In a companion work, we studied the hydrolysis reaction of peptide bonds under
neutral pH conditions by using a model comp6iid N-methyl acetyl acrylamide (N-MAA).
Ab initio molecular dynamic simulations at fiiit temperature were carried out to sample
the transition trajectory space and an approximation to the reaction coordinate was
obtained. The reaction coordinate is the dynamic characterization of the reaction
progress from the reactant state to the product siate, a physically relevant order parameter
which condenses the information on presumably a huge number of degrees of freedom
into one. The projection of free energy surface onto the reaction coordinate direction
gives the free energy profile, and thus the dynamic relevant free energy barrier, from
which the reaction rate constant is made easief to compute. The approximate reaction
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coordinate is used in our second approach to obtain the forces projected onto this one-
dimensional reaction coordinate to see whether it has any effect on the rate of the
hydrolysis reaction.
6.2 Overview
In order to reveal the difference in the dynamic features of hinge fragments free in
solution and situated inside the antibody molecule, molecular dynamic (MD) simulations
of both systems in explicit solvent water molecules were performed. The whole antibody
MD simulation was performed by Chennamsetty et. al, and the dynamic trajectory was
used directly for the analysis presented here. A separate MD simulation for the free
hinge in explicit solvent was performed with the initial structure taken from the crystal
structure (12). For the test of our first hypothesis, several structural and dynamic
quantities were calculated from both MD trajectories. These included the root-mean-
square-deviation (RMSD), root-mean-square-fluctuation (RMSF), end-to-end distance of
the hinge fragment, dynamic solvent accessible area, and water coordinate number for
each peptide bond in the hinge fragment.
In order to test the second hypothesis, we assumed the projected forces along the
reaction coordinate direction have the same distribution from the reactant state to the
product state; therefore, the projected forces only in the reactant basin are needed. Also,
because the mathematical expression of the one-dimensional reaction coordinate is based
on near-transition-state configurations in our ab initio work and exclusively involves
geometric quantities such as distances, angles, and dihedral angles, one correspondence
rule needs to be developed in identifying the atoms involved in comprising the RC
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expression. The force vector in each frame of the classical MD trajectory was calculated
before the projection was computed.
Reaction rates were computed accordiri to Bennett-Chandler procedure (22-25).




The details of the MD simulation of the whole antibody can be found in
Chennamsetty et al. It consists of a full glyosylated antibody molecule solvated in
explicit solvent, comprising a total of 202130 atoms contained in a rectangular simulation
box. It has two hinge fragments, denoted hirge fragment I and II. For the free hinge
segment, initial structure was taken from the ciystal structure of human IgG1 b12 (12)
(PDB code 1HZH) with residue number from Ala225 to Pro240 (the complete sequence
is: Ala225-Glu-Pro-Lys-Ser-Cys-Asp-Lys-Thr-His-Thr-Cys-Pro-Pro-Cys-Pro240).
According to the classification of the hinge region (15), here only the upper and middle
hinge amino acid residues were included beciause hydrolysis was only observed for the
peptide bonds in these residues. CHARMM (26) force field parameters were used for the
amino acid residues and TIP3P water potential was used for solvent molecules. Charge
neutrality was automatically satisfied and theirefore no ions were added into the system.
A solvation shell of at least 8 A in determin'i ng a truncated octahedron was chosen to
minimize the interaction between the hinge fi:igment and its periodic images. Periodic
boundary condition was applied and Ewald Sigmmation was used in treating the long-
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range electrostatic interactions (22, 27). The final system has 3,481 water molecules and
an N-acetylated and C-methylated 16-residue hinge fragment, with a total 10,633 atoms.
Covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm,
allowing the use of a larger integration time step of 2 fs. The cubic box containing the
truncated octahedron has a side length of 53.10 A after performing constant pressure and
temperature dynamics to equilibrate the system for a nanosecond. The lengths of the MD
trajectories for the whole antibody and for the free hinge fragment are 50 ns and 3 ns,
respectively. The two trajectories were saved every 100 ps and 20 ps, respectively, for
data analysis. Both simulations were performed using the CHARMM software package
(26).
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(b)
Figure 6.2: Simulation box for the whole antibody system (a) and for the hinge fragment
(b). Both systems contain explicit solvent water molecules, shown in a line
representation.
The RMSD from the original X-ray crystal structure was calculated for each
saved frame in both trajectories. The RMSF was calculated as the root-mean-square of
the standard deviations in the coordinates for each residue. For the whole MD antibody
trajectory, this was done after the Fab and Fe domains were aligned to their respective
crystal structures using a best-fit algorithm. These domains were aligned separately
because there was larger relative motion between these domains than within each domain
and that RMSF should reflect the local flexibility of instead of the overall translational
and rotational displacements. The dynamic solvent accessible area for each residue was
calculated according to the standard technique (28), with a radius of the solvent probe
sphere 1.4 A. The end-to-end distance of the hinge fragment and the water coordination
number for each peptide bond in the hinge fragment was defined as the distance between
_ __ _ _
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the nitrogen atom on Ala225 and the alpha carbon on Pro240, and as the number of water
molecules within a cutoff of 5.5 A from the midpoint of each C-N bond, respectively, as





Figure 6.3: Schematics showing for the definitions of end-to-end distance (a) and water
coordination number (b).
6.3.2 Determination of reaction coordinate.
The reaction coordinate for the hydrolysis reaction of a model compound N-MAA
was determined in our previous study, and a reaction coordinate model involving 5
geometric order parameters was used here directly. As discussed in details in our
previous work, the reaction coordinate was obtained from the likelihood maximization
algorithm after screening a huge number of reaction coordinate models on an ensemble of
trajectories sampled by the "aimless shooting" algorithm (29), which is a variant version
of transition path sampling (30, 31). It is a good one-dimensional approximation to the
"true" reaction coordinate, the committor probability PB (29, 32), and its goodness of
choice was verified by the standard committor probability PB histogram analysis (31, 33).
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The justification for the use of this reaction coordinate is that hydrolysis reaction
is localized around the peptide bond. In our cddrse-grained model presented here for the
reaction rate constant calculation, the dynamics along the reaction coordinate direction
were assumed to be the same as the one in N-MAA system, and all other factors which
may affect the reaction dynamics in the antibody molecule, including some of the solvent
effect and the effect of Fab and Fec domains connecting to the hinge fragment, were
modeled as external influences, specifically represented by the forces exerted by the part
of the system outside of the reaction center altoig the reaction coordinate direction. This
is the way to link with the mechano-chemical iechanism.
6.3.3 Calculation of force along the reactiion coordinate direction.
For each coordinate frame in the two MD trajectories, atoms corresponding to the
ones that comprise of the one-dimensional reaction coordinate determined in our previous
work need to be identified first. A procedure of best-fit alignment was used in finding
the correspondence. A configuration from the transition state ensemble in the QM
system was chosen. The whole antibody system or the hinge fragment system was then
rotated and translated in order to best-align six atoms (the alpha carbon in the N-terminal,
N, HN, C, 0, and the alpha carbon in the C-terminal) close to the peptide bond. The
choice of these six atoms was motivated by their ease of identification since in both QM
and MD systems they show up as nearly coristant relative configurations. The choices
with less or more atoms than these six atoms for alignment were verified to make little
difference, but would require more care of identifying their correspondence. In this
newly generated set of coordinates for the whole antibody system or the hinge fragment
system, the atoms closest to the QM atoms were identified as in correspondence. In this
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way, all atoms (denoting this collection of atoms as N) involved in the reaction
coordinate expression determined by likelihood maximization could be identified. The
peptide bond with the largest extent (6, 7) of hydrolysis in the antibody molecule,
Asp222-Lys223, and the five-OP variable best reaction coordinate model were chosen as
our focus in this study. Thus the collection N=10 atoms. Forces that represent the
interactions between atoms in the collection N and all the rest in the system were
calculated using the CHARMM (26) command INTER. This force vector F 3N with
3N=3x 10=30 components for each coordinate frame in the MD trajectories was then used
to calculate its component FRc along the direction of the five-OP variable best reaction
coordinate model q according to the following expression:
F p v3N q
Rc - (6.1)
6.3.4 Computation of reaction rate.
An estimate of the free energy barrier for the hydrolytic reaction was performed
based on the experimental data (6), and the free energy barrier was chosen to be 32
kcal/mol. A free energy profile as a function of the reaction coordinate was chosen based
on two points: 1) the reactant state is relatively less stable than the product state, and 2)
the free energy barrier is 32 kcal/mol. Its expression was determined to be:
1 (x-3),
U(x)= +10[1 - -(-1) ]2 + 30e 2 -10 (6.2)
x
The shape of the free energy profile and its derivative, i.e. the force, are shown in
Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: The potential energy from an estimate of the free energy barrier for the
hydrolytic reaction and the force for the calcuilation of the reaction rate constant in the
coarse grained model.
After analysis of the saddle point and the two minima, the reactant and product
states were determined to be x<3.139 and x>3.139 respectively. The rate constant for the
transition from the reactant state to the prodict state given the interaction shown in
Equation (6.2) was calculated using the Bennett-Chandler procedure (22-25). The
forward reaction rate constant is expressed as:
k(t) (q(0)(q() - q*)O(q(t) - q*))
(9(q * -q(O)))
(4(0)s(q(0) - q*)(q(i) - q*)) (8(q * -q(O)))
(6(q * -q(O)) (O(q * -q(O)))
Here, k(t) is the reactive flux, q(t) is the reaction coordinate at time t in a dynamic
trajectory, 4(t) is the velocity projected onto the reaction coordinate direction at time t,
<> denotes the canonical ensemble average, q* is the reaction coordinate at the transition
state, and 6(x)and O(x) are the standard Dirac delta function and the Heaviside step
function, respectively. The forward reaction rate constant kf is related to the reactive flux
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by k(t)=kf for time t such that r,,ans << t << stable , where ran, and rstable are the
timescales for the system to spend during the transition process and in stable states,
respectively.
It can be factored into two terms:
k (t) (0)(q(0) - q*)O(q(t) - q*)) (6(q * -q(0)))k(t) = (6.4)(5(q * -. (0))) (O(q * -q(O)))
In the first step, a constrained MD was performed to calculate A(t):
()(0)8(q.(0) - q*)O(q(t) - q*))A(t) (6.5)
.6(q * -q(O)))
The second step is to calculate P(q*):
(3(q * -q(O)))
P(q*) = (6.6)(.O(q * -q(0)))
This calculation was more conveniently done using numerical integration
H 2 (lnJI-/3U)/ap'
P(q*) (6.7)In = ) dq' c (6.7)
P(q,) KH 2
Here <>, denotes the canonical average in the constrained ensemble where q(t)=q',
H=-1 aq 8q J is the Jacobian of the transformation from the Cartesian
i=, Ma a '
coordinates i. to the generalized ones containing q, and 8 = 1/(kT).
An over-damped Langevin dynamics
dU dr
-- + - + F =0 (6.8)
ar dt
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was used to propagate the time evolution of the dynamic trajectory. Here t is time, r is
the reaction coordinate, U is the potential energy model, , is the frictional coefficient,
and FRc is the force projected along the reactiini coordinate direction.
The only parameter necessary to calibrate in Equation (6.8) is the frictional
coefficient. A calculation of forces exerted by the solvent molecules on the hinge
fragment was carried out for each coordinate frame in the MD trajectories. The
probability distribution of the forces obtained was verified to be Guassian, and was
calibrated with a Gaussian distribution, who'se variance was calculated. From the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the frictional coefficient can be identified as (34)
var(F6lv (t))
;= k (6.9)2k ?T
Using the MD trajectories, r =0.055 (kcal-sec)/(mol.A) and 0.059 (kcal-sec)/(mol-A)
were obtained for the free hinge fragment and the whole antibody system, respectively.
6.4 Results and discussion
6.4.1 Structural and dynamic differences fii6 antibody hinge vs. free hinge.
As expected, the structure and dynamics of a free hinge fragment and those of the
two hinge fragments in the antibody molecule can be quite different due to the special
arrangement of the antibody structure. These differences were characterized in terms of
the RMSD, RMSF, solvent accessible area, water coordination number and end-to-end
distance.
As shown in Figure 6.5, the RMSD of the free hinge fragment rises quickly to 6 A
after 200 ps in the dynamics run, and then fluctfates in the 6-7 A window for most of the
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3 ns MD trajectory. However, in the whole antibody system, the globular and compact
Fab and Fc domains have a low RMSD Jess than 4 A while the two hinge fragments
exhibit relatively higher but still different RMSD values. The hinge fragment I is the one
which has the same initial structure as the free hinge fragment before the MD run, and it
has a higher RMSD than the hinge fragment II but lower values than the free hinge
fragment. These results confirm wide recognition of the flexibility of the hinge region in
antibody molecules, but also show the constraining effect of Fab and Fc domains on the




Figure 6.5: RMSD calculations for hinge fragment system (a) and the whole antibody
system (b).
In Figure 6.6, the RMSFs of all atoms, only backbone atoms, and only side-chain
atoms for each residue in the hinge fragment were calculated separately in order to
determine how much the backbone of the fragment fluctuates, even though all of these
three values show the same trend. In the free hinge fragment, because both ends are free
in solution, their RMSFs showed much higher values then the residues in the middle.
The two hinge fragments in antibody molecule exhibit quite different RMSF behavior.
Hinge fragment I shows much higher RMSF than the hinge fragment II, while it is only
partially comparable with the free hinge fragment. In the N-terminal side and the middle
of the upper hinge region, the hinge fragment I and the free hinge have more similarity
.. 11 .... ...... .. .... .............. ... ........ I   ... ...
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than for the residues on the C-terminal side. On the C-terminal side, fluctuation of the
hinge fragment I in the antibody molecule is severely limited, similar to all the residues in
the hinge fragment II. These results again sh w the constraining effect of Fab and Fc
domains on the fluctuation of hinge fragments in the antibody molecule.
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6.6: RMSF calculations for hinge fragment system (a) and the whole antibody
(b) and (c).
In assessing the solvent exposure of each residue in the hinge region, two
descriptors were calculated. The solvent aicessable area, averaged over the MD
trajectories, is one way to quantify the exposure of each residue to the solvent molecules
relative to the protein interior. As shown in Figure 6.7, these values in general correlate
with their hydrophobicity. Residues at both eiids of the free hinge fragment have larger
values, as expected. However, when compafrig to the values of free hinge fragment,
~
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much smaller values were observed for the hinge fragment I. This finding is because, to
be discussed shortly, that the free hinge assumed much more configurations which
bestow higher solvent accessable area to the residues than the hinge fragment in the
antibody molecule.
Another descriptor used for characterizing the solvent exposure is the water
coordination number, which is the average number of water molecules within the vicinity
of each peptide bond, as depicted in Figure 6.3. To define the water coordination number
in this way was motivated by the fact that the hydrolytic reaction of a peptide bond needs
nearby water molecules physically present. Thus the coordination number is expected to
be a more accurate descriptor for the hydrolytic reaction if there were such a correlation.
In Figure 6.8, the values of the water coordination number for each peptide bond in the
hinge fragments are shown. The water coordination number showed less variability in
the free hinge fragment than the hinge fragments in the antibody molecule, probably also
because more exposed configurations can be assumed when the hinge fragment is free in
solution, as discussed in the end-to-end distance results. The more variable results for the
hinge fragments I and II do not show particular correlation with the extent of hydrolytic
reaction for hinge residues (6, 7), suggesting that a more complicated mechanism could
be involved, resulting in the enhanced reaction rate.
ON. Pro s A Thr Hii Thr Pro P Cy
Residue in hinge region
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Figure 6.7: Solvent accessible area calculationrs for the hinge fragment system (a) and the
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Figure 6.8: Water coordination number calculations for the hinge fragment system (a)
and the whole antibody system (b) and (c).
In order to analyze in more detail what differences there were between the free
hinge fragment and the fragments in the antibody molecule, the end-to-end distance was
calculated and the results are shown in Figure 6.9. The free hinge fragment has a rapidly
changing end-to-end distances over a time period of only 3 ns, while the end-to-end
distances of the hinge fragment I and II in the antibody molecule stay relatively constant
over a period of 40 ns. Figure 6.9 (a) shows several particular configurations of the hinge
corresponding to extremely large or small values of end-to-end distances. These
configurations either are more bent or more extended, which was never observed in the
much longer whole antibody simulation. This behavior of the free hinge fragment taking
on much less accessible configurations of the whole antibody hinge fragments may
explain the differences in all structural and dynamic quantities discussed so far, and may
suggest the important constraining effects of the globular Fc and Fab domains on the
hinge region mentioned earlier.
Hinge fragment 1 -
Hinge fragment 2
25
I Z 2 )IF M 9 t I4)4N 2KNK4 2540441 3444(I .154(N) .1IMM -154( 5 41 MO
Time [psj Time [ps]
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: End-to-end distance calculations for the hinge fragment system (a) and the
whole antibody system (b).
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In order to compare the differences ih the solvent accessibility and the local
fluctuations between the hinge fragments and other parts of the antibody molecule,
Figure 6.10 shows a color coded solvent accessible area averaged over the 40 ns MD
trajectory. The values of the solvent accessible area of the residues are inversely
proportional to their hydrophobicity, but they also show correlation with their particular
positions relative to the protein surface. There are several patches on the surface which
show very large solvent accessible areas; hoWever, there are more patches even on the
surface that show much smaller solvent accessible areas, indicating their hydrophobic
nature.
In Figure 6.11, the color coded RMSF is shown. The C-terminal of one of the
heavy chains has the largest RMSF, due to its free end nature. There is also one surface
patch close to the hinge fragment in one of the heavy chains that exhibits high RMSFs.
However, even though the two hinge fragments do show somewhat higher values of
RMSF, they do not have the extreme values.
In terms of solvent accessibility and local fluctuation, no conclusive evidence
shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 confirms the hypothesis that largest solvent
accessibility or the largest flexibility results in the higher rate of hydrolysis.
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Figure 6.10: The solvent accessible area calculated for each residue in the whole
antibody, the front view (a) and the back view (b). The redder the color code, the smaller
the solvent accessible area; the bluer the color code, the larger the solvent accessible area.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: RMSF calculated for each residue in the whole antibody, a front view (a)
and the back view (b). The redder the color code, the smaller the RMSF; the more blue
the color code, the larger the RMSF.
6.4.2 Force projection onto the direction of the reaction coordinate.
The reaction coordinate determined by the likelihood maximization technique in
our previous work involves five order parameters, which are two distances, one angle,
and two dihedral angles. These order parameters describe not only the changes of the
local bonding pattern, but also the changes in the solvent network in influencing the
hydrolytic reaction. The force vector i'"N for the N atoms involved in the reaction
coordinate expression q was first calculated, followed by the calculation of projection of
3N" onto the q direction Fc according to Equation (6.1).
In Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, the projected forces as a function of time are
plotted. The range for these forces is about 80 kcal/mol/A, which is equivalent to 5.56
nN on an individual bond. The projected forces can be negative (pushing in the direction
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of the reaction coordinate) or positive (pulling ii the direction of the reaction coordinate),
with some simple statistics shown in Table 6.1. In Table 6.1, Figure 6.11, and Figure
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Figure 6.12: Force along the five-OP variable reaction coordinate for the free hinge
fragment during the 3 ns MD trajectory.
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Figure 6.13: Force along the five-OP variable reaction coordinate for the hinge fragment I
of antibody molecule during the 50 ns MD trajectory.
Table 6.1: Statistics of the projected forces along the direction of the reaction coordinate in
the free hinge fragment and in the hinge fragment I in the antibody molecule. All
numerical numbers are in units of kcal/mw'A.
Free hinge fragment Hinge fragment I
Min -35.42 -60.84
1st quantile -8.45 -12.34
Median -1.83 -0.23
Mean -0.76 -0.50
3rd quantile 6.57 10.07
Max 28.26 54.67
Even though the mean values of these forces are negative for both the free hinge
fragment and the hinge fragment I, due to the much shorter time scale of the reaction
dynamics than the time scale of calculating these force projections, it is likely that the
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Figure 6.14: Probability distribution (normalized) of the calculated forces in the direction
of the reaction coordinate for the free hinge fragment (a) and the hinge fragment I in the
antibody molecule (b).
Figure 6.14 shows the histograms of the projected forces along the reaction
coordinate for the free hinge fragment and the hinge fragment I in the antibody. The p-
values of the Anderson-Darling test (35) on normality for the distribution of the
projected forces are 0.32 and 0.08 for the free hinge fragment and the hinge fragment I,
respectively. These p-values suggest that the hinge fragment I has more likely non-
Gaussian distributed projected forces along the direction of the reaction coordinate.
6.4.3 Reaction rate calculation.
As outlined above, the reaction rate constant can be calculated following one
constrained MD simulation for Equation (6.5) a id a series of constrained MD simulations
for Equation (6.7). The results for these calculations are shown in Figure 6.15.
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A) in Equation (6.5) was calculated in a constrained ensemble when the reaction
coordinate was fixed at the transition state value for different values of the frictionalacoefficients in the Langevin equation Figure 68. This term A() contains the dynamic
correction to the transition state reaction rate (TST). Then in (d), the overall forward
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reaction rate at different values of frictional coefficients is shown. Interestingly, the rates
exhibit a high frictional coefficient region, a low frictional coefficient region, and a turn-
over region that has been much discussed in the literature, for example in the review by
IHanggi et al. (36). From this calculation, one can also observe that the frictional
coefficient did not show any significant effect on the reaction rate constant. Thus the
choice of ;=0.059 (kcal-sec)/(mol.A) from fitting the projected forces against a normal
distribution exerted by solvent molecules was iused in subsequence calculations.
Having a constant pulling force along fhe direction of the reaction coordinate has
a two-fold effect. On one hand, the transmission coefficient is lowered, because from
Equation (6.5), those trajectories with large iiegative c(0) would still commit to the
product basin, i.e., 4c(T) > q * with the total length of the trajectory denoted as T. The
portion of contribution by these trajectories to the A(t) in Equation (6.5), which is directly
proportional to the transmission coefficient, will cancel some of the original positive
contributions to A(t). However, on the other hand, as shown in Figure 6.16, the constant
pulling force will also decrease the energy barrier for the reaction, more than the decrease
it causes in the transmission coefficient. Therefore, the net effect of having a constant
pulling force is an increase in the reaction rate constant, as simply accounted for in Table
6.2. In Table 6.2, the calculated reaction iate constants were tabulated against the
assumed constant pulling forces.
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Figure 6.16: The effect of a constant pulling force on the potential energy profile.
Table 6.2: When applying various constant pulling forces, the reaction rate for the
simplified reaction rate model at 370C.
Constant Force along Reaction rate constant Times of enhancement










On one hand, even though the mean values of force distributions as calculated
previously are zero for both the free hinge fragment and the hinge fragment I in the
antibody molecule, due to the short timescale for the reaction dynamics as discussed in
our previous ab initio MD work, it is still likely that the net pulling forces which are in
effect over a longer period of time may influence the reaction dynamics. A simplistic
model to understand the timescale difference is to obtain a time-averaged pulling force.
In this procedure, the negative forces along the direction of the reaction coordinate are
discarded, since they do not contribute to the reaction dynamics over a longer timescale
than the timescale of the reaction dynamics itself. Only positive forces along the
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direction of the reaction coordinate are averaged. For this simplistic model, averaged
forces 2.02 and 3.32 kcal/mol/A were obtained for the free hinge fragment and the hinge
fragment I in the antibody molecule, respectively.
On the other hand, using the experimentail kinetics data obtained by Cordoba et al.
(6) and by Smith et al. (10), one can obtain the ratio of the rate constants for the
hydrolytic reaction in the hinge region of the antibody molecule and in the simple di-
peptide. At the same temperature, 37 'C, this rafio is within the range of 100-150.
From both aspects of the analysis, one can therefore see from Table 6.2 that an
extra 1.3 kcal/mol/A of time-averaged forces between the free hinge fragment and the
hinge fragment I in the antibody molecule would result in similar amount of rate
enhancement. Thus this mechano-chemical iodel provides a reasonable explanation for
the 100-150 times faster rate of hydrolysis observed in the hinge region of the antibody
molecule.
6.5 Summary and conclusions
In this study, two approaches were undertaken in understanding the cause of the
enhanced rate of hydrolysis of peptide bonds in the antibody molecule. Both approaches
were driven by our two hypotheses, i.e., 1) there may be a correlation between solvent
exposure and the rate of hydrolysis, and 2) there may be a mechano-chemical mechanism
involved in the hydrolytic reaction of peptide bonds in the hinge fragment of the antibody
molecule. Classical MD simulations for free hinge fragment and the whole antibody
molecule were performed, and the trajectories thereby obtained were analyzed.
Structural and dynamic differences between the free hinge fragment and the hinge
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fragments in the antibody molecule were revealed, especially that the free hinge fragment
takes on configurations less likely to be accessible to the hinge fragment when situated
inside the antibody molecule. These specific differences include the following:
* Both the RMSD and RMSF of the free hinge fragment are mostly larger than the
corresponding hinge fragment in the antibody, suggesting less fluctuation and
movement when the hinge is connecting the Fab and Fc domains.
* The solvent accessible area and water coordination numbers revealed different
aspects of the solvent exposure for residues and the peptide bonds in the hinge
region respectively. There seems to be no direct correlation with the rate of
hydrolysis. This suggests that other factors may have significant influence on the
dynamics of the hydrolytic reaction.
* The end-to-end distance calculation revealed why the differences mentioned above
occur; the free hinge fragment assumed more both bent and extended
configurations than the hinge fragment situated inside antibody molecule,
revealing a constraining effect from the Fab and Fc domains.
Due to the complexity of the antibody structure and the prohibitive computational
cost of ab initio molecular simulations required for studying chemical reactions, a coarse
grained approach was taken in testing our second hypothesis. This approach was also
motivated by the findings in our test of :the first hypothesis, mainly from the fact that
hinge fragments in the antibody molecule are constrained and cannot adopt
configurations as freely as the "free" hinge fragment. Forces along the direction of the
reaction coordinate were projected using -the classical MD trajectories and were used in a
simplified reaction rate model in order to compute reaction rate constants. Our
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calculations suggest that a mechano-chemica'l mechanism is possible to enhance the
reaction rate of hydrolysis for peptide bonds ir the hinge region of antibody molecules by
lowering the energy barrier.
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7.1 Conclusions
The overall thesis goal was to better tiiderstand chemical instabilities of protein
molecules from a mechanistic perspective. Two common types of chemical degradation
pathways, the oxidation of methionine residues and the hydrolysis of peptide bonds in
antibody molecules, were studied by a coibination of experiments, theories, and
molecular simulations.
In the first part of the methionine oxidation work, we conclude specifically that:
1. There is significant variation among the oxidation rate constants for different
methionine residues in rhG-CSF and as a function of temperatures.
2. The rate constants for each methionine residue can be fit reasonably well
according to the Arrhenius equation. This finding suggests that oxidative
degradation of methionine residues is governed by the intrinsic oxidation
reaction rather than a local conformational event having a complex
temperature dependence.
3. Assuming the existence of an additional activation free energy barrier due to
the transport of the oxidant molecule 1120 2 , a more complicated, non-
Arrhenius equation ensues. HOwever, this equation simplifies to the
Arrhenius equation under certain circumstances.
4. Methionine residues in rhG-CSF can be classified into three categories
according to the degree to which the protein structure affects oxidation
kinetics, i.e., no structural dependeice, local structural dependence and global
structural dependence. Additionally, three models were developed to consider
the structural effect of protein molecules on the oxidation of methionine
residues. We found that these models can fit the experimental data equally
well. The "non oxidant-bound intermediate" model, in particular, can produce
the anticipated temperature dependence of rate constants near the melting
temperature and even beyond, when the influence of the protein structure
becomes diminishingly small. However, the phenomenological models we
considered cannot be distinguished based purely on phenomenological rate
constant data. Trusted local dynamic information such as that which could be
determined from molecular simulations would be needed.
5. An example was shown of the shelf-life prediction of protein pharmaceuticals
using the temperature dependence of oxidation rate and the model prediction
matched the stability data well.
In the second part of the work on the hydrolytic reaction of peptide bonds, we
conclude specifically that:
1. Hydrolysis of N-MAA at neutral pH occurs in a concerted fashion; no stable
or long-lived intermediate was found in our path-sampling simulations; the
rate-determining step of the hydrolytic reaction of N-MAA under acidic pH
occurs in a concerted fashion; a stable intermediate was found to be the final
state in our path-sampling simulations.
2. Likelihood maximization procedure was extended to screen reaction
coordinate models with more than one constituent order parameters, and
within BIC, a reaction coordinate with five constituent geometric variables
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was found to be the best in describing the path ensemble we generated for the
hydrolytic reaction of N-MAA under neutral pH condition and a reaction
coordinate with three constituent geometric variables was found for the rate
limiting step of the hydrolysis reaction of N-MAA under acidic pH.
3. In both of the best reaction cooirdinate models, both geometric quantities
which reflect bond making and breaking dynamics, and those which reflect
the solvent network changes, are i cluded, suggesting a complicated reaction
involving many degrees of freedom for the hydrolysis reaction under neutral
and acidic pH's.
4. Several PB histograms were computed to verify the results of likelihood
maximization, and the quantified goodness of these best-ranked reaction
coordinate models is in accord with the their respective likelihood score.
5. Both RMSD and RMSF of the free hinge fragment is mostly larger than the
corresponding hinge fragment in the antibody, suggesting less fluctuation and
movement when the hinge is connecting the Fab and Fc domains.
6. Solvent accessible area and water coordination numbers revealed different
aspects of the solvent exposure for residues and the peptide bonds in the hinge
region respectively. There seems to be no direct correlation with the rate of
hydrolysis. This suggests that there maybe other factors which have
significant influence on the dynamies of the hydrolysis reaction.
7. End-to-end distance calculation revealed as to why the differences mentioned
above occur; free hinge fragment assumed more both bent and extended
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configurations than the hinge fragment situated inside antibody molecule,
revealing a constraining effect from the Fab and Fc domains
7.2 Recommendations
7.2.1 Other types of oxidative instabilities
Oxidation of methionine residues in protein molecules can be caused by several
other types of oxidants, and needs to be understood better in order to be controlled in a
formulation, for example, photo-induced oxidation by singlet oxygen; oxidation by free
radicals, such as superoxide radical *02-, peroxides ROOH, and hydroxyl radicals -OH;
metal-catalyzed oxidation; etc. Some of these oxidation pathways can be rather
complicated, and experimental and computational means need to be combined in order to
reveal the underlying mechanisms. The chemistry occurring in protein molecules is also
complicated by the structure of protein molecules, as studied in detail in this thesis. The
need to reveal the relationship between structure and chemical kinetics in protein
chemistry is clear in order to obtain a full-scale picture about the reaction process.
7.2.2 Further test of the mechano-chemical mechanism of elevated hydrolysis of
peptide bonds in antibody molecules
In this thesis, due to the challenges presented in understanding the hydrolytic
reaction of peptide bonds in antibody molecules, such as the huge size of antibody
molecules which is difficult to computationally handle, the facts that chemical reaction
needs to be dealt with quantum mechanically and that a large collection of reaction
pathways rather than a single trajectory are needed to characterize the transition process,
a hierarchical approach was taken. However, with the increasing speed and capacity of
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computer hardware and the fast developmert of more efficient parallel algorithms, a
better approach would be to perform simulati6ns using combined quantum-mechanical
and molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) techniqie. In this approach, there is no need to
separately consider the constraining effects on the hinge region by other parts of antibody
molecules; the QM/MM technique gives a srioth and more elegant way to handle the
problem of chemical reactivities in biomolecdies like proteins. Also, the large spatial
scale and longer timescale motion of the antib6dy molecule on the hydrolysis reaction in
the hinge fragment need to be considered as well.
7.2.3 Rational and integrated design of forfulation of protein therapeutics
Knowledge gained in this thesis can be used to guide formulation of protein
therapeutics in a more rational and integrated way. More specifically,
1. A shelf-life prediction method cit be developed similar to the approach
proposed in this thesis. Care needs ib be taken when the degradation kinetics
can deviate from simple kinetics iddels, in particular because of the distinct
structural influence in reactions of protein molecules than small molecules.
Once the underlying degradatimif kinetics is determined, accelerated
degradation studies can be perfornied, and various formulation designs can be
screened faster and their shelf-life piformance information can be obtained.
2. Oxidation of methionine residues bi hydrogen peroxide is closely related to
solvent accessibility and local struttiral fluctuations in the protein molecule.
It would be interesting to test this finding in formulation designs by
introducing excipients which may keep protein molecules more compact or
less solvent exposed by protecting its surface.
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3. In this thesis, it was found that the mechano-chemical mechanism is a
reasonable explanation for the observed higher rate of hydrolysis in antibody
molecules. If this hypothesis withholds in further tests, it may be an inherent
instability for antibody molecules, due to the special arrangement in the
structure of antibody molecules is the same. However, there are still possible
ways to control the fluctuations and movement of different parts of antibody
molecules, such as by adding excipients so as to adjust the formulation
solution viscosity.
